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We know from many prophets that in the spiritual li fe of our planet
Russia will play a particularly outstanding role. N ow this time has come.
The work of a small group of Russian scientists-mon ks and their associ-
ates resulted in gaining comprehensive knowledge ab out the nature of
God, about the Evolution of the Universal Conscious ness, the meaning of
our lives, and the methods of its realization.

The members of this group themselves went the entir e path of cogni-
tion of God in the aspects of the Creator, the Abso lute, the Holy Spirit.
Their Teachers were and are now Jesus Christ, Sathy a Sai Baba, Krishna,
Babaji from Haidakhan, Huang Di, Ptahotep, Assyris,  and many other Rep-
resentatives of God-the-Father.

The science has united with religion. A new directi on of science was
formed — the Methodology of Spiritual Development . And the Will of God
is that this knowledge will become available for th e whole humanity. It
shall bring to an end the hostility of people to ea ch other and unite them
in a really worthy work — in growing spiritually tog ether, in helping each
and everyone in everything good, independently of n ational, sexual, and
other individual features.

This group of experts has published dozens of books and produced
methodological films. This is yet another book writ ten by a direct instruc-
tion of God.
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Jesus Christ Speaking to
a Group of His Disciples

“ Hesychia  is the inner quietness in which only I remain, I — coessen-
tial to the Father, I — One with the Father, I — Love , I — the Heart — as a
Gateway into the Abode of the Father!

“Previously, you lived only to reach, to grow to the  Abode of the
Creator and to merge, to unite…

“Now, you are at the threshold of the next stage, wh ich consists in
giving Me to people. The only way to be One with th e Father is to give Me
to people, as much as each one can receive…

“I baptized the Apostles with the Holy Spirit giving them the Power to
heal and walk the Earth preaching the Truth. What d id this Baptizing
mean? I gifted them the possibility to feel the Pow er of the Father. When
there is the absolute faith in His omnipotence and complete Connected-
ness (I and the Father are One), the Power begins t o flow…

“Experience My Hands, the Hands endowed with the Cre ator’s Power
that allowed Me to make the blind sighted and to he al the paralyzed! Just
experience My Hands, the Power of My Hands! And the n: ‘I and the Father
are One…’

“See how I touch your bodies, do it together with Me , and allow the
Power to flow through the hands… Become used to unit y of our hands in
the Power of the Creator… And get into understanding  the word faith —
faith as knowledge plus absolute confidence in the Power with which you
unite, the Faith in the Omnipotence of the Father!

“It is by His Will that everything on Earth and in H eaven happens!”

(Wrote down by Anna Zubkova
in May 2004)
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Some Main Ideas
from Philokalia 1

(Edition of 1895-1900, Moscow)

Spiritual Directions
of Diadochus of Photiki

The acme of faith is… immersion of the mind in God.
The acme of freedom from wealth is to desire to be possessionless

even as others desire to possess.
The acme of humbleness is forgetting unfalteringly good deeds of

oneself.
The acme of love is enhancing friendly attitude to those who insult

and revile you.

Spiritual Directions
of Barsanuphius the Great

and John the Prophet

You call yourself sinful, but behave as if you are not.
The one who finds oneself sinful and guilty of many  evils never dis-

putes, quarrels, or feels angry with others, but ho lds everyone as better
and wiser than himself.

Spiritual Directions
of Ephrem the Syrian

Monk, neither desire meat, nor drink wine, lest you r mind
coarsen…Be not addictive to meat and wine-drinking, lest you make your
mind incapable of receiving spiritual gifts.

God created man free, therefore for man are praise and punishment.
Let spiritual seekers receive praise and laurels, a nd the negligent and
criminals — punishment and pain.

                                           
1 This book contains statements of many Christian mo nks who lived on the

Earth during the first centuries of the existence o f Christianity. Their words re-
flect their personal spiritual search: doubts, desp air of failures, description of
successes, advice to others. Many of them contribut ed a lot to development of
the ideas of Hesychasm.

This book is of high value for those studying the r eligious experience. It
was republished several times in Russia during last  years; one of such editions
is [13]. (About this subject see also [14]).
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The wandering eye causes much suffering to the one who follows it.
Keep your eyes from wandering lest you find no stra ight way to chastity.

Wisely avoid adverse meetings to keep yourself in g oodness.
If you want to conquer lust for wealth, love selfle ssness and sparing

way of life.
If you want to conquer anger, develop meekness and generosity.
If you want to conquer lasting grief, mourn nothing  transient; and if

someone reviles at you, dishonors or irritates you,  do not grieve, but, on
the contrary, be glad!

Grieve only if you have committed a sin, but even i n this case do not
grieve too much, otherwise you may become desperate .

If you want to conquer conceit, do not desire prais e, laurels, nice
garments, respect, favor, but like to be blamed and  slandered by people,
and reproach yourself as the most sinful among sinn ers.

If you want to conquer pride, do not say that your deed was done by
your hands and might; say that with God’s help and guidance it was done,
not by my power and efforts.

“General Principles of Spiritual Life” —
John of the Ladder

Laymen asked me, “How we, living with wives and bein g encumbered
with worldly duties, can know the perfect Christian  life?”

I answered, “Do all good that you can, condemn no on e, rob no one,
deceive no one, be haughty with no one, hate no one , do not leave church
assemblies, be merciful to the needy, tempt no one,  do not violate the
honor of others, be faithful to your wives. Living thus, you will approach
the Heavenly Kingdom.”

Spiritual Directions
of Abba Dorotheus

Everyone judges about others according to one’s own  character…
Say, someone happened to stand in the night and thr ee men are passing
by him. The first of them, seen him, thinks: he is waiting for someone to
commit fornication; the other thinks: he must be a thief; the third one: he
arranged to go to pray with someone and is waiting for him.

I heard about a brother who, when visiting someone of the commu-
nity and seeing his cell non-swept and non-cleaned,  thought to himself:
blessed this brother is, for he set aside the earth ly concerns and is so
immersed in the highest matters that has no time to  tidy the cell. And if he
came to a brother whose cell was tidy, swept, clean , he thought: as the
soul of this brother is pure, so is his cell, and t he order in his cell is in ac-
cordance with the state of his soul.

Do not desire the outcome that you want, but desire  it to happen, as
it will happen: thus will you be at peace with ever yone.
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Believe that dishonor and reproach are the medicine  for curing the
pride of your soul. And pray for those reproaching you as for the true
healers of your soul…

In response to false accusations say: forgive me an d pray for me!
When people ask you whether it is true, tell the tr uth and then bow humbly
and say again: forgive me and pray for me!

Never prefer your will to the will of your brother.

“About Spiritual Struggle” —
John Cassian

(There is) the state that consists in contemplating  One God and in
ardent love for Him; in this state the mind, permea ted with that love, con-
verses with God in the most direct way.

Ascetic Directions
of Nilus of Sinai

If disgrace befell over you, be glad: for if it is unjust, then your re-
ward will be large; and if it is just, then, having  learned from it, you can
avoid the retribution.

There is the highest prayer of the perfect ones… — wh en by unsaid
aspirations of spirit they approach God, Who sees t heir open hearts.

Spiritual Directions
of Isaac of Syria

The one of lowly mind never stays to look at a crow d, gathering of
people, disorder, turmoil; pays no attention to wor ds, talks, clamors, dis-
turbance of senses: he seeks not to have much and b e constantly busy,
but to be free, without cares.

He is never in hurry or confusion; he has no hot an d superficial
thoughts; but he always stays in peace. There is no thing that can make
him amazed, confused, terrified… All his joy and glad ness is in that which
is pleasing for his Lord. When he touches his foreh ead to the ground and
directs the sight of his heart to the Holiest of th e Holy,… he dares to pray
only thus: whatever is going to happen to me let ha ppen by Your will!

Desert soothes passions. But man has not just to so othe the pas-
sions but also to root them out, i.e. overcome them … The soothed pas-
sions wake up once there is a reason for them to be come active again.

The one who wants to love God has to take care abou t the purity of
the soul, first of all; this purity is attained thr ough conquering the pas-
sions. (The one who has not conquered the passions cannot enter) chaste
and pure region of the heart.

Do not hate a sinner, for we all are to be responsi ble.
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Spiritual Directions
 of Theodore of Edessa

Only after we rid ourselves of passions and lust an d put the desires
of flesh under the control of Spirit, only then we accept the cross and fol-
low Christ.

And “withdrawal from the world” is nothing but destru ction of pas-
sions and manifestation of the innermost life in Ch rist.

What Is Christianity?

Christianity implies, first of all, accepting and r ealizing the Teachings
of God given by Him to the embodied people through Jesus Christ.

What do these Teachings consist in? Let us consider  their main pos-
tulates:

1. Be perfect, as your Father in Heaven is perfect (Matt 5:48).

2. I and the Father are One (John 10:30).

3. I am the Vine (John 15:1-5).

4. Even as the Father knows Me, I also know the Fat her (John 10:15).

5. I love the Father (John 14:31).

6. O righteous Father! I have known You! (John 17:2 5).

7. And learn of Me (Matt 11:29).

8. God is Love (1 John 4:16).

9. You shall love the Lord your God with all your h eart, and with all
your soul, and with all your mind, and with all you r strength (Mark
12:29-30).

10. You shall love your neighbor as yourself (Mark 12:31).

These are the main principles of Christianity. In t hem one can see the
appeal of Jesus to people to become like Him. And t o cognize the Heav-
enly Father, like He did.

In the New Testament, there are many precepts that can help realiz-
ing this appeal of Jesus, if one follows them. They  call us:

— to be absolutely honest in relationships with othe r people, to have no
debts, not to misappropriate,

— to take care about well-being of others more than about one’s own,
— to be peacemakers,
— to be affectionate and tender with each other,
— to help others in everything good,
— to forgive, not to avenge, not to damn,
— not to hate, not to get involved emotionally in ju dging others,
— not to seek accumulating the “worldly” wealth: other wise one can

miss the possibility to accumulate the spiritual we alth,
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— not to be afraid of the attacks of aggressive prim itives, who can harm
only the body, but cannot harm that with which we a ppear in front of
the Heavenly Father after death of the body, i.e. n ot the soul,

— not to drink,
— not to be arrogant, on the contrary, to be humble and respect others,
— to strive to do all that we can for helping other people spiritually,
— not being obsessed with sexuality so much that it,  instead of God,

becomes the center of one’s attention; the personal  search for God
and service to Him should always be of the primary importance in
one’s life.

I will give just several excerpts:

I give you a new commandment, that you love one ano ther! As I have
loved you, you should also love one another! (John 13:34)

And above all things have fervent love… for love wil l cover a multi-
tude of sins! (1 Pet 4:8)

If anyone says, I love God, and hates his brother, he is a liar. For if he
does not love his brother whom he has seen, how can  he love God whom
he has not seen? (1 John 4:20)

Beloved! Let us love one another! For love is of Go d!
The one who does not love has not known God, for Go d is Love! (1

John 4:7-8)
If we love one another, God dwells in us!… (1 John 4 :12).
Owe no one anything, except… love! (Rom 13:8)
There is no fear in love, but perfect love casts ou t fear. … He who

fears has not been perfected in love! (1 John 4:18)
Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angel s, and have not

love, I have become as sounding brass…
And though I have prophecies, and understand all my steries and all

knowledge; and though I have all faith, so as to mo ve mountains, and do
not have love, I am nothing.

And though I give out all my goods to feed the poor , and though I de-
liver my body to be burned, and have not love, I am  profited nothing.

Love has patience, is kind;
love is not envious, is not vain, is not puffed up;
does not behave indecently,
does not seek her own,
does not get angry,
thinks no evil.
Love does not rejoice in unrighteousness, but rejoi ces in the truth…
Love never fails, even if prophecies will be abolis hed and tongues

will cease… (1 Cor 13:1-8)
Love your enemies! Bless those who curse you! Do go od to those

who hate you!… (Matt 5:44).
Blessed are the peacemakers!… (Matt 5:9)
Judge not!… (Luke 6:37)
All things, whatever you desire that men should do to you, do even

so to them… (Matt 7:12)
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Give to everyone who asks of you, and from him, who  takes away
your goods, do not ask them again! (Luke 6:30)

If you forgive men their trespasses, your Heavenly Father will also
forgive you; but if you do not forgive men their tr espasses, neither will
your Father forgive your trespasses. (Matt 6:14-15)

Who is wise and knowing among you? Let him show his  works by his
good conduct with meekness of wisdom. But if you ha ve bitter jealousy
and strife in your hearts, do not glory and lie aga inst the truth: this is not
the wisdom coming down from above, but is… devilish.  (Heb 3:13-15)

For such is the Will of God, doing good to silence the ignorance of
foolish men! (1 Pet 2:15)

He who says he is in the light and hates his brothe r is in darkness
until now. (1 John 2:9).

Let love be without hypocrisy!
Shrink from evil, cleave to good!
Be in brotherly love to one another!
Lead one another in honor! (Rom 12:9-10)
Bless those who persecute you! Bless, and do not cu rse! (Rom

12:14)
Repay no one evil for evil! (Rom 12:17)
Do not avenge yourselves! (Rom 12:19)
if your enemy hungers, feed him. If he thirsts, giv e him drink! (Rom

12:20)
Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good! (Rom

12:21)
Why do you judge your brother? Or also why do you d espise your

brother?
Each one of us will give account concerning himself  to God!
Then let us not judge one another any more!
But rather judge this, not to put a stumbling-block  or an offense to-

ward a brother. (Rom 14:10-13)
Brothers, if man is overtaken in a fault, you the s piritual ones restore

such a one in the spirit of meekness, considering y ourself, lest you also
be tempted! (Gal 6:1).

Let not any filthy word go out of your mouth! But o nly good, so that it
may give grace to the ones hearing! (Eph 4:29).

When you are invited by anyone,… do not recline in t he chief seat!…
For whoever exalts himself shall be abased, and he who humbles himself
shall be exalted. (Luke 14:8-11)

Do not lay up treasures on earth for yourselves, wh ere moth and rust
corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal!  But lay up treasures
in Heaven!…

For where your treasure is, there will your heart b e also. (Matt 6:19-
21)

All things are lawful to me, but not all things pro fit… (1 Cor 10:23)
You cannot serve God and mammon 2! (Matt 6:24)
For what is man profited if he shall gain the whole  world and harm

the soul? (Matt 16:26)

                                           
2 Pagan god of wealth.
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Again, you have heard that it has been said to the ancients, “You
shall not swear falsely, but you shall perform your  oaths to the Lord.” But
I say to you, Do not swear at all!… But let your wor d be, Yes, yes; No, no!
(Matt 5:33-37)

And do not be drunk with wine, in which is excess! But be filled with
the Spirit! (Eph 5:18)

It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine,  nor anything by
which your brother stumbles, or is offended, or is made weak! (Rom
14:21)

Let us walk becomingly, as in the day; not in carou sings and drink-
ing; not in co-habitation and lustful acts; not in strife and envy! (Rom
13:13)

Let no one seek his own, but each one another’s! (1  Cor 10:24)
In lowliness of mind let each esteem others better than themselves!

(Phil 2:3)
The one who does not gather with Me scatters! (Matt  12:30)
Do not fear those who kill the body, but are not ab le to kill the soul!…

(Matt 10:28)
Put off… anger, wrath, malice, blasphemy, shameful s peech out of

your mouth! (Col 3:8)
Let My joy remain in you and your joy be full!
This is My Commandment, that you love one another a s I have loved

you! (John 15:11-12)
These things I command you, that you love one anoth er! (John 15:17)

Let every one of us tests oneself: so did I underst and that which Je-
sus taught and teaches now?

For Christianity is exactly this! This is what Jesu s taught and
teaches! All the rest is perversion, sectarianism.

One can become more fully acquainted with an analys is of the
Teachings of Jesus (with use of some apocryphal Gos pels) in the book
[6]. But now let me just stress that Jesus, in His earthly life known to us,
also taught His disciples the meditative methods th at are essential for
cognition of the Heavenly Father.

In the New Testament it is said about this, in part icular, in the Jesus’
statement “God is Spirit and they who worship Him mu st worship in spirit
and in truth” (John 4:24). What is meant here is tha t one has to go to God
with correct understanding of the nature of God and  evolutionary tasks of
man. And one has to worship Him not by bodies, not by “religious” bodily
movements, but by souls, which gradually get libera ted from dependence
on the material bodies with the help of meditative methods of self-
perfection.

A rich experience of meditative work done under the  guidance of Je-
sus one may see in the epistles of the Apostles Joh n, Philip, Thomas, and
also Paul [6].
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* * *
The established practice of many Christian churches  includes public

worships, ritualism. However, it was not present in  the Teachings of Je-
sus. One may ask, is it good or bad?

On the one hand, we should clearly understand that God is present in
churches not more than outside of them, and that on e has to seek Him in
the Depths of the universe, not in the material rit ual objects or buildings.

On the other hand, worshipping practice in churches  emerged as a
natural need of people with common spiritual intere sts to come together
just for the sake of emotional communication with l ike-minded persons,
exchange of ideas and experience, for the sake of h elping one another,
learning.

Ritualism also may be useful: it favors calming of mind when assem-
bled people attune to perceiving of the Divinity. A gainst this background,
many of them for the first time get proof of the re ality of the mystical: they
feel touches of invisible hands, energy flows emana ting from icons,
thoughts and even voices of invisible interlocutors …

For some people these are manifestations of God, fo r others mani-
festations of demons… It depends on the level of eth ical purity of each
particular person.

The ethical purity of the “flock” largely depends on  the level of ethi-
cal advancement of the “pastors”. This is the main p roblem… Because
often, under the guise of Christianity, they preach  something directly op-
posite to it…

… Yes, when we discuss differences between the estab lished relig-
ious directions, we should put the emphasis not on the ritualism. The ritu-
alism is not the point! Let the ritualism of variou s directions remain as it
is! The problem is that they lack the complete pict ure in understanding
the Beingness of the Universal Consciousness, in un derstanding Its evo-
lutionary aspect, in particular!

God, Man, Evolution

Let me start this chapter from the statement that t he universal space
is really (and not only mathematically) multidimens ional and consists of 7
main layers of multidimensionality (eons, lokas). T he scheme demon-
strating how they are located with respect to each other and a more de-
tailed description of them were published by us sev eral times [2,3,10,11],
thus we are not going to discuss this subject in de tail here.

The layers of multidimensionality of space differ, first of all, by the
degree of the subtlety of the energies that fill th em. The deepest and the
most subtle layer of the universal multidimensional  “Ocean of emana-
tions” (i.e. the Absolute) is the loka of the Primor dial Consciousness,
Which in different languages may have different nam es: God-the-Father,
the Creator, the Heavenly Father, Allah, Tao, Ishva ra, Shiva, Odin etc.

The eon of the opposite end of the “scale of multidi mensionality” is
hell — “the cesspool of the Evolution”. It is the abod e of the energetically
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coarsest beings. They are those who accustomed them selves during life
in the embodied state to be in coarse emotional sta tes.

Now, is it clear why God advises us to live in the emotions of tender
love and not anger, condemnation, irritation, malic e, hatred?…

… It is not always easy to change one’s own characte r to better. One
simply does not know how to do it. In this situatio n one can get some help
from the system of psychical self-regulation based on mastering the func-
tions of chakras [5], which are the organs responsi ble (among other
things) for producing our emotions.

The main chakra of every one of us is anahata locat ed in the chest. It
is in this chakra that the emotions of “cordial” love  are born — the very
state that makes us really closer to God and that w as so pronouncedly
preached for us by Jesus Christ and His Apostles.

Above the anahata — in the neck — there is the vishud ha chakra re-
sponsible for aesthetic perception of environment.

Higher — in the head — there are two “thinking” chakra s.
And below anahata — in the abdomen and the region of  the pelvis —

there is a system of three chakras called the lower  dantyan or hara. It is a
“power” block of the organism supplying with bioenerg y its various func-
tions.

It is the anahata with its precious content — the sp iritual heart — that
is the main part of every one of us, which we have to keep pure and to de-
velop, to grow — or, to be more precise, to grow our selves having became
the spiritual heart, having placed oneself as a sou l in the spiritual heart,
having “settled” in the spiritual heart.

* * *
God is Love. And to become closer to Him we have to  transform our-

selves into Love.
The only way to realize this goal is conscious volit ional control of

own emotions: avoiding coarse emotional states and cultivating subtle
ones.

This can be accomplished in no way but through the methods of
spiritual work described above.

If we transform ourselves ethically according to th e listed above
principles of the Divine ethics, then we merit acti ve help with our spiritual
advancement from the Divine Teachers — Representativ es of God-the-
Father, Who are called in aggregate the Holy Spirit .

* * *
The Creator is directly interested in our positive development. It was

He who sent us for development in the conditions of  earthly incarnations!
What for? So that we develop to the Divine level an d infuse into Him, thus
enriching Him with ourselves.

It is clear that not every one is able to infuse by  the consciousness
(soul) into Him right now. But He sends us to incar nate not only once, but
many times. Thus, the age of souls is different amo ng us, because some-
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one incarnates into human body for the first time, while another has in-
carnated hundreds times.

Moreover, before earthly human lives, all we — as so uls — evolved
first in the bodies of plants, then in the bodies o f animals. And they who
are incarnated now into such bodies are… people to b e.

Having understood all this, can every one of us tre at all  living beings
incarnated on the Earth into physical bodies with c ompassion and re-
spect?

… God gave to Moses the Commandment: “You shall not k ill!”
Moses, however, was the first to break it… Since tha t time, this Com-
mandment was never followed in mass by Jews, neithe r by those who
considered themselves Christians, nor by Muslims.

God commanded through Moses not “Do not kill humans! ” He en-
graved on a tablet a formula with more extensive me aning: do not kill
anyone! At that, He explained: “I have given you eve ry herb seeding seed
which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree in which is the fruit
of a tree seeding seed; to you it shall be for food ” (Bible, Genesis, 1:29).
Then He specified (Bible, Genesis, 9:1-4): it is fo rbidden to eat creatures
that have blood! And these include all mammals, rep tiles, amphibians,
fishes, mollusks… — almost all beings except for plan ts.3

But even if one denies the Bible, isn’t it appropri ate to ponder:
whether it is acceptable to kill for the sake of gl uttony those who suffer of
pain? Is it compatible with love for them?

This is why there are people who — out of ethic reas ons! — switch to
nourishment on plants, milk products, and bird eggs .

And let me assure you: without this God will never acknowledge
someone’s love as perfect!

* * *
Learning to love the Creation starting from its par ticular manifesta-

tions we gradually develop in ourselves the ability  to love as the Creator
Himself loves.

In this way we become closer to Him — in the state o f souls.
In this way we develop ourselves as Love.
And gain — as a result — the ability to fall in love with the Creator.
Having become the perfect Love we merge with the Cr eator, become

His Integral Part.
This constitutes the main essence of the Teachings of God, which He

tries to present to people.

* * *
The spiritual warriors who achieved ethical impecca bility receive

comprehensive help from the Divine Teachers with tr ansforming them-
selves — as souls, consciousnesses — to the Perfectio n. And then such
people come to Mergence with the Creator in His Abo de.

                                           
3 See more detail in [3].
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In the Abode of the Creator all formerly individual  Consciousnesses
of the Perfect Ones are merged into One.

This is why one can say with full responsibility th at God is One.
But They are capable of assuming partial individual ity coming out of

the Creator’s Abode as His Integral Parts. It is Th ey Who are called the Di-
vine Teachers or — in aggregate — the Holy Spirit.

Among Them there are Those Who have male or female appearance
— according to the last incarnation.

Each one of Them is absolutely free in moving aroun d and can ap-
pear in any part of the space. Sometime one can obs erve several of Them
gathered as a group on one place.

They appear in giant human-like forms (Mahadoubles)  with height
and size of the base from tens of meters to kilomete rs. On the top of each
one — a Divine Countenance. They come out from the A bode of the Crea-
tor, yet remain connected to Him, and freely permea te with Themselves —
as a transparent Divine Flame — the Earth’s matter a nd any material ob-
jects.

Some of Them have more or less “areas of responsibil ity” on the
Earth’s surface, where each One of Them tries to he lp incarnate people to
become better, creates educational situations for t hem — with the pur-
pose of learning ethics, first of all. They also te ach there the people who
already perceive themselves as students of God and communicate di-
rectly with their unembodied Divine Teachers.

For example, over Saint Petersburg one can always s ee the Divine
Countenance of Apostle Andrew. But there are more l ocal areas where
one can always converse with Jesus, Sathya Sai Baba , Apostle Philip, and
with Others.

Sometimes They are wrongly considered as “Patrons” of  a city or of
some other region. No: They are not Patrons, but ou r Tutors — harsh or
tender when necessary, but anyway — Wise. They are C oordinators of our
destinies: the destinies that each of us deserves.

In communication with incarnate students each of Th em tries, first of
all, to give the knowledge and the methods which we re the basis of His or
Her own personal Path to the Perfection. But it ver y often happens that
the personal experience of several of Them gets com bined — as it was in
our case. This speeds up the growth of the students  and also makes it
possible to perfect further the methodology of spir itual development — in
application to the concrete ecological and cultural  conditions of teaching.

Good and Evil

“Cease to live in the state of defeat!… In the evolut ion of a soul each
battle has to become an experience and a step for a scend! Repentance
and getting rid of vices — yes, but do not immerse y ourself in the hell of
despair!
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“This is your invaluable experience, accept it! Acc ept it with gratitude
to Me for lessons, for trials!

“Then gradually you will gain the wisdom of the one  who doesn’t re-
peat mistakes.”

Your God
(Written down by Anna Zubkova

in May 2002)

* * *
Human fantasy created a fairy-tale image of a devil : necessarily with

horns, hoofs, tail, of male sex, and what is more… — sex maniac.
Yet, all this is a very harmful lie. Harmful — becau se the people who

go the path of very real diabolization of themselves  do not understand
their desperate plight: why, I have neither tail, n or horns — it’s okay!

In the conditions of dominating religious ignorance , it is quite easy
— for many people! — to become devils. I observed suc h persons among
fascist leaders, among officials of religious organ izations, among alco-
holics.

They can be of any sex.
Who are they? How to recognize them?
Their distinctive feature is a constant stay in int ensive coarse emo-

tional states (anger, irritation, hatred). Falsity,  meanness, aggressiveness
are their characteristic features as well.

They will stay the same after disembodiment. Hell w ill be their abode,
where they will live in the thick of beings like th em torturing each other.

But some of them will be able to continue for some time to harm in-
carnate people — even as they did it during their em bodied life.

Incarnate devils can make obvious physical harm — by  killing,
maiming, raping, damaging, robbing, blackmailing, s etting up other devil-
ish people against the victims…

But both incarnate and non-incarnate devils are cap able of creating
so powerful coarse energy fields and energetic infl uence that they drive
their victims to psychotic states. Physicians diagn ose the latter with
schizophrenia with symptoms of delusion of influence . Yet, this is not
delusion but reality. I knew personally two men who  fell under such influ-
ence of devils and found the way out of this situat ion in suicide — they
jumped out of the window to death…

Why do I write about all these nightmares? Not for the sake of fright-
ening the readers! On the contrary, for the sake of  helping people who will
find themselves in such situations.

First of all, one has to remember — in such cases of  calamities, dis-
asters, and afflictions — that everything happens in  God’s sight. And is
permitted by Him.

Moreover, it is He Who creates these situations!
It is important just to understand: what for? What do You, Lord, want

to say by this, what do You want to teach me, what to correct with me?
God does not live on some other planet! He is not f lying invisible

person who cannot keep an eye on every one of us! G od is a Universal
Ocean of Consciousness existing everywhere,  in every point of space —
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but as if under a thinnest cover which separate the  Creator from His Crea-
tion.

And nothing significant happens to any one of us wi thout bringing
some good to us.

Pain, for example, can be given to teach us to comp assionate the pain
of other beings and not to inflict pain on them any more.

And various evil deeds of other people allow us to learn in practice
the human psychology.

Or it may mean that it is time for us “to change the  company”…
And so on. All is for our good!
In my autobiography [7], I gave examples of how God  used various

human filth for changing radically my life situatio ns — to my own good!
Once, deadly maimed, I cried to Him, asking for exp lanation of the in-

cident. He started with words, “You will be grateful  to Me for this!”…
Later, He turned to be right!
And more: in all difficult situations, one has to s nuggle close to Him!

Often He creates problems for us exactly with this purpose.
… As to those two who jumped out of the window… About  one of

them, who developed in himself vanity up to grotesq ue repugnance, I
wrote in [7]. The second one suffered because he en gaged into a quarrel
with a diabolic person — his former companion in bus iness who did not
give him back his money…

Jesus Christ taught: “From him who took away your go ods, do not
ask them again!” (Luke 6:30). He forgot this Command ment though read
it… Yet, one has to follow the Teachings of God, not  just read them!

His second mistake — he switched his whole attention  to a devil, in-
stead of going to the embrace of God. And, indeed, he lost God in the very
direct sense!…

In general, he did not stand the test on ethics…
I, too, got into such situations. But I used them f or consolidating my

Mergence with the Creator: I felt bad in the body, but in the Creator’s
Abode — it was very good!

These devils helped me a lot.
… But the worst thing is not to undergo attacks of a  devil but to be-

come a devil oneself. This dooms one to a really aw ful fate.

* * *
Once God proclaimed through a prophet [6] the follo wing principle:

“Everything is a boon!” Let us try to remember it so good that do not for-
get it when the time comes for “passing the exam” on the subject of
“practical ethics” with God as the examinator.

He also teaches us to regard the evil controlled by  Him as a catalyst
of the development of good. In this principle, too,  there is something to
ponder over and to remember.
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* * *
Many times I heard the objection, “No! God, if He ex ists, is kind! He

can’t cause to us so much suffering! All evil is fr om devil!”…
This statement is caused by typical for our social environment mis-

understanding of the relationships between people a nd God. People
thinking in this way have so “deep” egocentrism that consider God as
their “omnipotent servant” who has to arrange life fo r ME according to MY
desires! And if this is not the case, then I will n ot recognize You! Or there
is no You at all!…

But there is God. And He is indeed omnipotent. Yet,  the nature of re-
lationships between Him and incarnate beings is qui te different.

In fact, He and we are not fundamentally different beings. We are but
His particles sent by Him to “earthly pastures” for m aturing!

And the only our predestination is this maturing on  the “earthly pas-
tures” in a series of incarnations!

He — our Good Shepherd — “pastures” us with the only pu rpose:
that we, having reached a certain stage of perfecti on, infuse as souls into
Him, become Him, enrich Him with ourselves!

This constitutes His Life, His Evolution!
There is no other meaning of our earthly existence!
And those of us who, using the freedom of will, mat ure successfully

— receive the most favorable conditions from Him. Wh ile evil people are
culled out and find themselves on the “ cesspool of the Evolution”, in hell,
in the outer darkness .

This is why the only correct principle of relations hips with Him —
from our side — is full OBEDIENCE to His Will and he eding to His direc-
tions and lessons!

Our egocentrism has to be substituted with Godcentr ism!
“Your Will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven!” — thi s has to be not

only read, said aloud, and even sung! This has to b e really accepted — by
everyone! — as a formula of my relationships with Hi m!4

Let Your Will be done, my Lord!
I recognize You as my Omnipotent and Infinitely Grea t Universal Fa-

ther!
You are Everything!
And I — Your humble child — love You and learn from Y ou! And want

to cognize You completely and merge with You in love !
Pasture me on the pastures of Your Earth!
And lead me in Your House by the Straight Path!

* * *
So many times I was not paid back large amount of m oney! So much

awful slander was spread about me! At that, slander ers attributed to me
qualities directly opposite to those I possess! A m urder leading to two

                                           
4 Many people, however, understand this formula, giv en to us by Jesus

Christ (Matt 6:9), as our appeal to God to… punish a t last our enemies and ar-
range for us the life on the Earth according to our  desires.
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clinical deaths, constant threats of slaying from f ascists during last
years… Also, I came to know that some author stole a  chapter ( Teachings
of Juan Matus ) from my book: he simply republished it under his name…

I considered all this as tests of my devotion to Go d. Do not become
distracted! And I… simply continued to go further, h ating no one, taking
revenge on no one, asking no compensations “for caus ed physical and
moral damage”…

It was enough for me to engage in one of these conf licts — and I
would lose in the main work, for the sake of which we were sent to the
Earth, and would not be able to help all those peop le who have received
help from me and will receive it later — help in hea ling souls and in spiri-
tual advancement!

Having violated the Commandments of Christ, I would  be no more a
Christian…

“Dogs bark, yet the elephant goes”, this is what Sath ya Sai Baba said
about such situations.

So, every one of us who is pure in soul in front of  God and people
and who goes the spiritual Path may also accept thi s slogan for oneself.

* * *
“I control everyone. Thus, get angry with no one!” ta ught me God [7].

These words of Him helped me a lot. Let them help y ou as well!

* * *
The only way for us to avoid earthly troubles — now and in future — is

active spiritual self-perfection. In particular, it  leads to correct growth of the
consciousness in quantitative aspect ensuring thus so-called
“crystallization” (by the analogy of growth of crystal s in the conditions
suitable for it). And this gives the power for oppo sing the evil more effec-
tively.

And let us remember the following Commandment: “Do n ot be over-
come by evil, but overcome evil with good” (Rom 12:2 1).

* * *
“I present you not only with obstacles and difficult ies, but also with

‘temptations’, to rid you of doubts and regrets.
“Only that Fire of Love is Divine which can be extin guished by noth-

ing!
“If the Fire of Love became inextinguishable, such L ove is Me.
“Not trials but the power of your resistance grows t he strength of

your love.
“I am waiting from you not gusts of emotions, but st rong, calm, and

unlimited love, alike to a powerful oceanic current !
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“… Is it enough for your happiness — only Me?”
Your God

(Written down by Anna Zubkova
in May 2002)

“Everything heard from Me has to be put into practic e. It is not
enough to know about own vices, it is not enough to  struggle with them —
you have to overcome them, i.e. do not have them an ymore!

“I need you to advance to a new level! This is why I  drive you out of
the old one making your life on it unbearable…

“What is the difference between the Divinity and the  human state?
The main feature of the Divinity I would define as realized Godcentrism !”

Your God
(Written down by Anna Zubkova

in May 2002)

What Is Hesychasm?

Hesychasts

 Anna Zubkova

They went to woods and mountains,
Leaving the life of worldly vanity.
They sought neither rest, nor glory,
But life for God and death on the cross…

A coffin was often a bed for them:
To remember that death is unavoidable end…
So that love may become the voice of the heart,
Calm and meekness — wreath for work…

They sought neither fame, nor gold,
Nor perpetuating the memory of them…
But life with “Jesus prayer”,
His Love and quietness in the hearts…

They were accused of being seduced by devil,
For… hearing the voice of God,
They were burnt in the Middle Ages,
But they brought faith and love for us…

(June 2004)

* * *
The term hesychasm  originates from the Greek word hesychia  — in-

ner quietness .
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Without this inner quietness,  meditation is not possible. And medita-
tion — after the stage of learning and encompassing the ethical principles
of life suggested for us by God — is the basis of fu rther development of
the consciousness on the spiritual Path.

It is the striving to achieve hesychia and to advan ce then to cognition
of God that formed this direction of the “Christian raja yoga” known as
Hesychasm.

The most important feature and the highest value of  this direction
consisted in the fact that Hesychasts from the very  beginning accepted
the correct guiding line — realization of the Jesus C hrist’s directions that
one can develop love in oneself only through work w ith the spiritual heart.

In particular, they discovered that if one moves th e concentration of
the consciousness from the head into the spiritual heart, it stops the
“inner dialog”, which prevented the meditation. And a t full success — i.e.
when the consciousness is fully placed in the spiri tual heart, one — all of
a sudden! — can understand on own experience what Je sus meant by
speaking about the spiritual love! The life of such  people changed and
they could really love each other and everything ar ound with truly Chris-
tian love: “as they love themselves” and even more, t han themselves!

And with further development of the spiritual heart , they got the abil-
ity to fall in love with God.

God supported them in this, providing them with the  possibility to
experience Him as Love. It resulted — at the end — in  Merging of the two
loving in the Embrace of Love.

Seeking the ways of development of the spiritual he art, Hesychasts
invented the method called “Jesus prayer”. Its formul as may be different:
from “Jesus Christ, the Son of God, have a mercy on me!” to the most
simple and perfect version: simply an appeal-entrea ty to beloved Jesus to
enter into my spiritual heart with humble repetitio n of His name: “Jesus!
Jesus!…”

… But in later time, very few were able to achieve p ositive fruits from
using the “Jesus prayer”. Many people even believed that “its secrets were
lost”…

But this is not true: in reality, mass of “believers ” lost the Christian-
ity in general — given that they refused the ethics preached by Christ.
And this resulted in failure to form — up to the las t years — a comprehen-
sive and scientifically correct approach to human s piritual development.
In other words, there was no that scientific-religi ous direction which has
been created by now and which is called the Methodology of Spiritual De-
velopment .

* * *
“How to gain the Wisdom? Through calmness of the min d immersed

into your spiritual heart filled with the Creator.
“In this state, every thought becomes clear. And eve ry thought here

is Mine. It is clean from the human ego.
“Learn — at silence of the mind — contemplate Me by th e purity of

the heart! Learn to live in this contemplation!
“This is how I become the Basis of all your actions.
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“This is how you can learn the state which allows on e to act being in
Mergence with Me.

“I understand how difficult this task is… However, yo u learned to
walk, to speak… — it was human childhood. Now — it is ‘childhood’ of the
other level of being: learn to think, to walk, to s peak — being Me!

“Do not be afraid of falling: I am infinite in the D epth under every-
thing! If you ‘fall’ — then ‘fall’ into My Embrace a nd stand up as Me!

“Learn to live from  My CALM and My LOVE! Learn to act in the state
of Mergence!

“You have to carry the field of Calm around your bod y — the field of
tenderness, love, harmony.

“My Sun! Learn to shine with My Love!”
Your God

(Written down by Anna Zubkova
in May 2002)

The Way of Spiritual Heart

“How to learn to love Me?
“When two loving people are touching one another by fingertips,

then in this touching the two disappear and only TE NDERNESS remains
— one for both…

“When two loving are kissing one another, there are no lips, there is
only the KISS — one for both…

“When two loving are looking in the eyes of each oth er, then they
unite souls in the flow of LOVE — one for both…

“Learn the language of the Heart from the wind and t he flowers, from
the leaves and the brook, from the waves and the Su n… And gradually the
silence of your heart will sound with the music of LOVE!”

Sathya Sai Baba
(Written down by Anna Zubkova

in June 2002)

“I need fires of My schools throughout the Earth — fi res which can-
not be blown out by winds or quenched by rains!

“In storms and in foul weather I want — through you — to kindle
fires, which will attract those who want it, and wh om I want to help out of
darkness, to bring closer to Myself at this time!

“As to the rest, they have to see that these fires a re burning, burning
always, that Love is the Way by which I lead people  to Myself.

“You have to warm the hearts before each of them wil l rush to the
Light and get kindled from My Fire. This is your se rvice to Me!”

Assyris
(Written down by Anna Zubkova

in June 2002)
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* * *
I want to stress once more that one has to start th e spiritual devel-

opment not by practicing meditation but by getting acquainted in detail
with general theoretical knowledge on religious phi losophy and by ac-
cepting the ethical Teachings of God considered abo ve. Otherwise, the
state of the practitioner cannot be stable. Such pe rson cannot withstand
the ethical tests, which God necessarily offers to spiritual seekers. And
this may result in mental disorders, among other th ings.

Only if you completely accept everything expounded in this and in
other books on this subject [3,6, and others], incl uding the ethics of
nourishment, refusal of drinking alcohol, smoking, and using other drugs,
if you has no mental diseases — only in that case yo u can safely and
surely advance by the steps of the spiritual Path.

* * *
All such steps can be subdivided into three groups:
a) preliminary (getting acquainted with the theory and accepting it, be-

ginning of the ethical work on oneself, introducing  into one’s own life the
basic hygienic procedures, such as washing the body  every day (if possi-
ble), taking sunbathes in summer, or using a quartz  lamp in winter etc),

b) basic methods, which include mastering relaxatio n of the body
and the mind, cleansing bioenergy structures of the  organism (chakras
and main meridians) with the help of special method s, and also — what is
more important — mastering the ability to “live” with the concentration of
the consciousness in the chakra anahata and to look  from it at the outer
world,

c) further development of oneself as a spiritual he art — up to merg-
ing with the “Heart of the Absolute” — the Primordial Universal Con-
sciousness, God-the-Father, the Heavenly Father.

Knowledge necessary for mastering sections a and b is presented in
our books listed in the bibliography at the end of this book, first of all in
[3,5,6], also in the video films mentioned in these  books. Work on the
stage c is outlined and illustrated in the film Places of Power. Three Steps
of Centering .

Since this information was published by us already,  it makes no
sense to repeat it. Now I am going to describe some  simplest methods,
which the reader can start practicing now, in paral lel with studying the
books and films mentioned.

* * *
Sit on the heels with the toes looking backwards an d move the knees

apart. Put the forehead and the extended arms on th e floor with palms
pressed against each other. Relax the body and mind  completely. Watch
the stomach sag more and more as the relaxation bec omes deeper. This
is a wonderful exercise that allows one to get rid of physical and mental
tiredness. It should be performed for about ten min utes.
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* * *
Lie on the stomach, protruding the elbows far forwa rd, the chin rest-

ing on the palms.
The second option — put the elbows forward and place  one forearm

upon the other on the floor, holding the head and t he upper part of the
body up by tensing the muscles of the back.

In both cases, experience yourselves as happy small  crocodiles that
have crawled out onto a sandbank to warm themselves  in the sun. Sun is
warming our backs through, and we are melting away in the bliss of its
tender warmth that saturates our bodies.

* * *
Sit down on the heels holding the spine straight, t he toes looking

backwards and the palms of the hands resting upon t he thighs. Send
waves of your benevolence and love from the chest f orward, saying men-
tally: “May all beings have peace! May all beings be  calm! May all beings
feel bliss!” Produce each of these three states insi de the chest first and
then radiate them forward. Then repeat this to the right, to the left, back-
wards, up, and down. This is a powerful technique t hat allows us to bring
harmony to ourselves, to the energetics of the surr ounding space, and to
the living beings around us.

* * *
Now let us learn four psycho-physical exercises. Th ey got this name

because their psychic component is combined with si multaneously per-
forming physical movements, with the latter contrib uting to the mastering
of the former.

The first exercise of this series is called Awakening . A person awak-
ens from a long sleep of self-isolation from harmon y, beauty, and love of
the outer world. (While standing, raise the hands u p and stretch yourself
as if after a sleep). Let all the purity, light, an d the vitality from outside into
you. Feel the waterfall of astonishingly pure, tran sparent, light, and subtle
feelings and morning freshness flowing from above. Fill yourself with this
morning freshness. Fill yourself with these fresh w aves, overfill yourself
with them! (Hands move down to the shoulders, assis ting this process;
then move up again, then repeat these movements sev eral times). Try to
reach as high and subtle an emotional state as poss ible.

The second exercise is called Giving Away . Hold your hands against
the chest and then make a wide gesture moving them forward and apart:
what we received we must give away to other people — the level of spiritual
advancement of an individual is measured by his or her ability to give. Also,
so that a vessel may get filled with fresh water it  needs to be emptied first.
He who does not empty himself by giving away what h e has, does not get
renewed, does not grow. We repeat this exercise aga in and again, pouring
out, giving away all the good that we accumulated — generously, free,
without desire to receive any reward. Send subtlest  and intense waves of
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streaming fresh and pure love far forward. Feel how  the chest gets inflated
by the energy of love that comes swelling from behi nd. A flower, exhaling a
tender fragrance, starts to blossom out in the midd le of the chest. Send
these subtle vibrations forward. This is the fragra nce of love itself!

The third exercise is Reconciliation . Raise the right hand above the
head and concentrate in the palm and the space that  immediately sur-
rounds it. Then slowly bring the hand down drawing with it a sinusoid
with a half-period of about thirty centimeters. The  edge of the palm should
be facing the direction of the hand’s movement. Whi le doing this, try to
feel the space, in which the hand moves, as some en ergy field, to which
we assign a new characteristic: peace, harmony, and  calm. You may
“extend” the hand. (You may imagine various ways of p erforming dancing
movements: jerky and quick versus gentle, smooth, a nd elegant. Each of
the ways disposes both the performer and the audien ce to corresponding
emotional states). And this simple but powerful ges ture, which symbol-
izes harmony, will be helping everyone in every situ ation as they master
this exercise (one should feel it deeply through!),  even if performed with-
out being accompanied with movements of the body.

The fourth exercise is called Climbing Up . Raise the hands up with
the palms facing sideward and then bring them down laterally, making
sweeps. Repeat this movement several times, with ea ch sweep we hatch
out of another coarse envelope, as it were, and bec ome lighter, purer, we
raise to the source of the light above — to the sun… It becomes very
close to us; few more swings and we reach it… Flow into space of the
purest and subtlest light, and enjoy being in it… T hen slowly get down to
the earth feeling the sun in the chest. Stand on th e ground and shine on �
people and all other living beings with sunlight co ming from the chest!

* * *
Now let us try a simple exercise with the spiritual  heart: what if some

readers may succeed in doing it?
Feel your head moved into the chest. Feel the nose,  the forehead, the

lips. Move the lips. In order for the head not to r ise to its usual position,
one may imagine that there is a hat on it. Then fol lows the most important
thing: you need to open your eyes, to “blink” the eye lids there… From
now on, learn to look at the outer world from your chest. You will perceive
the world in a totally different way: not as tough and hostile, but as subtle,
tender, and responsive to the emotions of love!

This is what is called opening up of the spiritual heart! As we can
see, this is quite easy to do. One just has to be w orthy of it!

Ask beloved Jesus to enter into the spiritual heart  from behind. Call
Him from there, “Jesus! Jesus!…” And if you are worthy  of it already, He
enters and fills the heart with the most tender and  subtle Bliss!

This is Samadhi: the first real and blissful contac t with God! One may
think — what bliss can be higher?! 5

… In the future one needs to learn to look from the anahata not only
forward, but also backward.

                                           
5 But if you go further, there will be much higher B liss!
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* * *
Growth of an individual soul transformed into a spi ritual heart is vir-

tually unlimited. The monastic way of life [2] full  of service to God through
serving people in their spiritual advancement plus constant meditative
training on places of power specially selected for this purpose allows the
spiritual warrior to grow (as a spiritual heart) up  to the sizes comparable
to the size of our planet, and then — much larger. I n addition, the spiritual
warrior practically masters the methods of moving a round over the basic
eons of the Absolute, learns to dissolve with the c onsciousness in the
highest (subtlest) eons. And then — Merging with the  Heavenly Father,
which becomes more and more firm in the following y ears of unceasing
spiritual efforts.

Already after achieving the first real successes on  this Path, the
practitioner gets rid of diseases, which may have l asted for years. And
continuing achieving new and new spiritual heights allows the practitioner
to cleanse the body up to transparency, which can b e perceived by clair-
voyance. And the Divine Light begins to flow though  it into the material
world! And the developed to the Divinity Consciousn ess, right now —
during existence of healthy and active physical bod y — lives in Mergence
with the Creator and comes out from His Abode at th ose parts of the Crea-
tion where it is necessary.

* * *
You Are Free!

“Become aware that now you are truly free!
“Free — to love, flooding with love in the sky and He avens like a

spring river floods when it cannot hold itself in i ts former narrow channel!
“Free — to embrace with the arms of the spiritual hea rt fields, for-

ests, rivers, lakes, mountains, seas!…
“Free — to caress and stroke by the palms of your gia nt and tender

hands flowers, trees, birds, other creatures!…
“Free — to merge with Me immersing yourself into the Heart of God

and then to come out from My Depths to people as a flow of Pure Divine
Love!

“Free — to give your Love, helping people!
“You are free to become Me forever!
“And in the entire universe, there is nothing that c an prevent this!
“This is My Divine gift of Freedom to people.”

Jesus
(Wrote down by Larisa Vavulina

in March 2004)

* * *
But this is not all to it. There are much more inte resting prospects…
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From Conversations with Divine Teachers 6

Jesus

02.07.2002
(Addressing D.): “Feel all the fullness of responsi bility, which you

have to accept receiving Initiations from Me.
“Learn to live in the state of a Vine and interact w ith people around

you from the state of Mergence with Me.
“Learn to feel and fulfil My Will so that it becomes  your only will as

well.
“This School was created by Me and it is invaluable.  Any reckless,

careless action from your side can do irreparable h arm. Keep this in mind!
“Only having realized this, will you be able to ‘pull  the splinter out of

the eyes of your neighbors’ without causing harm to  them.”

Krishna

09.07.02
“All who are present here and those I have called in to this School

and will call in the future have to realize that thi s School works for God.
Every one of you has to accept this mission. The mi ssion consists in act-
ing only for Me, from Me.

“I bring to you people who are not just worthy, but also capable of
carrying this burden in all its fullness and realizi ng that they act for Me,
from Me. Only such people do I invite here, and the  others I draw aside…”

Huang Di

“Monasticism is not just meditation. One has to pay attention to
complex development of a person. And develop the qu alities which are
useful for the Service that Krishna spoke about.”

Jeremy

“The souls who have mastered merging with harmony an d beauty of
nature escape the power of aggressive human primiti vism.

“This is why merging with nature is the first step t o the Freedom.”

                                           
6 This chapter continues the subject begun in the bo oks [8,11,12].
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Jesus

“Love leads to correct expansion of the consciousnes s, and the ex-
pansion of the consciousness — to even larger love.

“But all this starts with giving birth to emotion in  oneself… Not with
meditation, but with emotion!

“The emotion of love — is that which every one has to  kindle in one-
self.

“… Having not learned to love the Creation, it is not  possible to merge
with the Creator, to become Him. But Creation is no t only the living nature,
which is easy to love. It is people as well!

“You ask Me, how to develop such love in oneself? Ho w, seeing the
human foolishness, human meanness, to live in the s tate of constant ea-
gerness, constant desire to serve?

“One has to learn to look at the people with My eyes  — i.e. not nar-
rowly but broadly: in the time interval called Eternity .

“What is My Love for people? I went to Calvary for t heir sake! Yes,
for this very ‘cattle’!

“You want to know where the Source of this Love is? It is God! God
is Love!

“Learn these rules by heart:
“ •••• Help everyone in everything good!
“ •••• Be all things to all men!
“ •••• Look not from above, not from outside, but from th e Depth! Be

Calm and Love and look at people, keep them on your  palms!
“‘The Ocean is lower than all rivers, yet all rivers  flow into It’… It is

waiting and inviting!
“The path of every river is long, thorny, and tortuo us. Yet, it flows

into the Ocean, because It is lower than all rivers !
“Be the Ocean! Understand: every soul is like a rive r. Learn to see its

entire path from the Depth!”

Lao

“Do not become sad that at present there are so few students! The
main task is to keep the path to Me paved by you, s o that centuries later
people can go it. For this you have to redirect all  your work. This is a
gradual process, which can go on for years.

“The main task of those who have crossed the thresho ld of the Crea-
tor’s Abode is to keep on the palms all growing sou ls, to nurture them
with Love.

“At all times God taught people and teaches them now  how to be-
have correctly on the Earth. Esoteric (secret) Scho ols, which present the
confidential knowledge about God, are but small isl ets on the entire vast
field, where God helps embodied souls.

“Study how I do it and how every One of Us does it.”
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Maenuel

19.07.02
“I invite you to submerge into Me completely! I am y our main Goal!

You need now nothing more. Do not worry about stude nts: I bring them to
you and I draw them away. Work with them is our com mon work.”

Huang Di

29.07.02
“In China My ‘Son’ grows and I am busy with arrangin g the condi-

tions of work for the Avatar to be.”

Sathya Sai Baba

“You can manage to complete all in this life already . But I give no
guarantees. I give only a chance. By taking it, one  undertakes also certain
obligations.

“That is — all the life has to be made a service to M e.”

Petr

“I want to care, to love! Put on My Palms as many so uls as possible!
“It is the highest happiness — when you have someone to care

about, to keep them on the Palms of Love!”

Eagle

“Explain to the students that one has to compel ones elf to doing
good. It makes no sense to wait when everything hap pens by itself one
day. It is coercing oneself as a human form 7 that leads to success!”

Danish Lady Gott

“In Denmark there was an esoteric School with young students.
When they had grown up they retained the tradition,  but not for the
masses of people. In some libraries, there are corr esponding handwritten
texts and records of lectures. On the seaside, thes e traditions faded be-
cause of using fish for nourishment.

“I would be very grateful for efforts on resurrectin g the Teachings of
God in Denmark.”

“What is your name?”
“Call me Danish Lady Gott.
“I worked with people by presenting the Standard wit h Myself, and

the students had to ‘accustom’ themselves to My sta te. I actively trans-
                                           
7 See [6].
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formed the consciousnesses of the students by clean sing their anahatas
and also by explaining the meaning of this work. As  you know, even one
strong ‘earthly’ emotion can ruin everything.

“I bless you to the same work and offer My help.
“You can incorporate into your work both these metho ds and Myself.
“I incarnated in Denmark from the Divine state. Befo re, I incarnated

on the border between Canada and Alaska.”
“Were you acquainted with Eagle?”
“No. He was in the center of North America, I was on  its north.
“Only few people left there retaining the traditions . Also, some rec-

ords are left.
“Yes, in Canada there are conditions for spiritual w ork. The Canadian

nature itself favors merging with harmony of the en vironment!”

Babaji

15.08.02
“Babaji, should we invite H. for continuing working with him?”
“He needs another approach now in receiving concrete  spiritual

knowledge… To read!… He has not read any of our books  as a textbook.
He read the books remarking only the superficial le vel. Thus, it is not ad-
visable to invite him here. If you invite him now i t will cause only problems
both for you and for him. He is not mature enough t o understand fully the
concept of the School. And general superficial leve l of knowledge can
satisfy no one, first of all — God.”

“What are the prospects of our work in Russia?”
“Always, while this country exists, there should be a hearth for im-

parting spiritual knowledge — the Knowledge about Go d — to worthy
people.”

“Isn’t it time for us to leave Saint Petersburg?”
“No! Whatever harsh the situation may seem! This hea rth of spiritual

work should never be closed! It has to exist in the  future as well!
“A flat ‘no’ — to emigration of you all! Someone of y ou has to remain.
“In Canada, yes, there are good prospects! Not only in Ontario but in

the western states as well!”
“To what countries should we direct attention concer ning spreading

of our knowledge?”
“At present to Canada. Then — to Europe: to any count ry that will

want to accept you as messengers from Me.”
“Should we invite R.?”
“He has to serve first, before he may receive the ne xt portion of the

knowledge. He has not change, has not transformed s ince last visit to
you. He reasons at his old level. There is no bread th of knowledge! There
is no breadth of mind!

“The mentality of our School has to correspond to th e European cul-
ture. In this form it has been accounted already in  the Plans of God!”
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Petr, Yamamuto and Genaro

23.08.02
“Meditation, meditation, unceasing meditation! Uncea sing efforts on

experiencing Me and being in Me!
“Fullness of realization of this guarantees the quic kest self-

realization!
(Genaro is singing jokingly, ‘Baba Nam Kevalam!…’ 8). “Yet, one has

not only to sing THIS but also to know and feel THI S All 9 in every moment
of life!”

“What kind of weather is expected?”
“September will be cloudy and somber. Only few sunny  days are ex-

pected until the end of August.”
“What places can you recommend us to visit in the co ming days?”
“Stay in the town and do your ‘worldly’ work. Everyo ne has it, and

the amount of undone ‘worldly’ work one has to try to reduce as fast as
possible.”

Sathya Sai Baba

25.08.02
“From 5th to 10th of Septembers rains are expected — a cyclone will

come. Later, too, there will be a lot of rains, and  mushrooms will grow.
You will be satisfied!”

Krishna

03.09.02
(Krishna speaking about S.): “In past he was a minis ter of culture in

Australia from British Crown, i.e. a big political and cultural figure.
“Then — in the next incarnation in the past century, in the year about

1959 (i.e. the year of heyday and then parting with  the material body) — on
one of the islands of Oceania, in female body. His spiritual Teacher was
Riss Breeze. At that time there was a School of kund alini yoga. Kundalini
yoga was taught there on our level of knowledge. Ri ss is a Teacher of the
Divine level. Though, He did not teach such meditat ions as total reciproc-
ity.  He demonstrated merging with kundalini, going thro ugh it into the
Abode of the Creator and then — coming out from the Abode.

“This time S. was isolated from influence of various  spiritual trends
until she came to know about our School. Now her ku ndalini contacts her
body, and this is the source of her remarkable medi tative abilities. Now
she has started mastering that which did not learn in the previous life.

“… You have to reach success! I exhort you to remembe r about Me
constantly and about everything We have taught you!  And about your
duty of Service! I cannot imagine the prospect othe r than realization of
THIS — fully, in all fullness, with My help, with My  support, with My

                                           
8 Only God!
9 God in the aspect of Absolute.
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Blessing! I put all efforts into this work in order  to realize it! And I think for
you nothing else!”

Sathya Sai Baba

(Jokingly shaking His Finger from the sky): “Remembe r these words!
I confirm them! Every one has to regard very seriou sly what Krishna has
said now and what I confirm. Success of our common work has to be
reached by every one’s efforts directed to realizat ion of evolutionary ad-
vancement of souls towards Me. The one who ignores this commandment
is not a servant to Me, not a friend to Me, and is nobody to Me…”

Jesus

“A tree bearing no fruit is cut and thrown into a fi re. In the same way I
behave to those who have full knowledge but refuse to serve Me.”

Eagle

04.09.02
“In certain reservations of modern Canadian Indians the level of cul-

tural development is quite high. My Message can be brought there. And,
of course, to ‘whites’ who respect American Indians  and their spiritual
knowledge.

“The most straight way to Canada is through the univ ersities of To-
ronto. This has to be done immediately, so that to begin the work this win-
ter.

“In Canada there is a big interest to American India n culture among
the ‘elite’. You may interest chiefs of some tribes : many American Indians
study in the universities of Toronto, so you can co me into contact with the
chiefs through them.

“In Canada — among the unembodied — the spiritual worl d of Indi-
ans dominates.

“Here, in Russia, you know only Euro-Asian spiritual  Chiefs. I am the
only One of American Indians Who came to work with you. But in Canada,
there are plenty of Indian Divine Teachers. Many of  the modern incarnate
chiefs know it and strive to attain this highest sp iritual status. And Divine
Chiefs gladly accept ‘whites’ who seek to know the Highest Spirituality.
Though, They look at ‘whites’ somewhat indulgently as at less developed.

“In Canada many non-incarnate Indian Divine Chiefs w ork, especially
at the south to Hudson Bay, in particular, close to  the border with Que-
bec.”

Ngomo

13.09.02
“Blissful be the one who hears these words!
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“Your Ark has been built already. And this Ark has s ailed here — to
Me, into My Abode.

“Your boat is wide, and it will contain many more.
“You bring here people on the boat of your knowledge .
“Do not worry about those who are against you! I am controlling your

entire undertaking. I am the main Helmsman!
“I send people to you and I draw them away, if they do not cognize

the level necessary for the passengers of the Ark.
“Do not involve into the work unworthy people!
“And if someone of the formerly worthy begins to row  back, I simply

draw such one away.”
“What can you recommend concerning our work on the f ilm Sattva ?”
“It was started by Sathya Sai Baba! I, too, want to act in the film!”

(joke).

Danish Lady Gott

19.09.02
“I am preparing for you a ‘garland of flowers’ of Da nish youth. I am

preparing them for understanding you, your knowledg e!
“Very soon, in the nearest 50 years, the knowledge a bout you will

spread over the entire Earth. Therefore, do not ret reat a step!”

Sathya Sai Baba

29.09.02
“My dear, I understand very well that your life on t he Earth is difficult!

But you trust Me! And I know it, know well!
(Addressing D.): “In the past incarnation you can be  compared to a

donkey that was led by a rope.
“But your current life is wonderful! You understood a lot. Well done!
“In the past incarnation you were taught by a master  who knew only

psycho-techniques and sold them for money. At prese nt, you studied My
buddhi yoga, almost all of it. But it is in the nex t autumn that you will have
to stand the test which will allow Me to decide abo ut accepting you en-
tirely. You committed too many sins in this life! S ome grief is not washed
out yet from the souls of people offended by you. T his is why I cannot say
that your present status is stable, though it is qu ite high.

“In the coming year you will go through a series of trials, during
which you have to remember the words I have said yo u now.”

“What can you say about L.?”
“You have to invite her this spring. She is good, un derstood many

things. Her maturing should take place among you, n ear you. You will be
an example of full devotion to her. Until she passe s through lessons on
full devotion her fate cannot be pure.”

“What about E.?”
“She is far from Me. Her exalted rapture is not of s piritual character.

It is the same to her as a good TV performance.
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“… Distribute the film abroad by all means! Especiall y among the
Greens, ecologists. But in Russia… you will not be u nderstood.

“I have said already and repeat again that the entir e Earth has to
speak about our work! So that all worthy people may  know the shortest
Path of cognizing Me — Universal God!

“… The task of the meditative work is to merge into M e!”

18.10.02
“Broadly distribute the film Sattva , on television too.
“Let us now leave Canada aside and pay more attentio n to Europe!”
“Maybe I am not right and we have to change the stra tegy of our

work, including the work with only the chosen?”
“You are right! You chose this path — so go it confid ently and fear-

lessly!”

Ptahotep

20.10.02
(Addressing L.): “This is My flower grows!
“Here, on this place of power  I surround you. But in the thick of peo-

ple, among those you live, the guna tamas dominates . Therefore, you
have to seek the social environment of people like you.”

Emperor

“Now it is clear that Z. will never reach your level  of work.”
“What is the reason?”
“Too primitive interest. In a sense that he began to  build his own

‘earthly’ ‘home’, instead of experiencing the entir e universe as home.
“As to you, I bless you for further work!”
“Could you suggest something about making the cells of the body

Divine?”
“Vladimir, believe Me a little left to do for reachi ng the success! I

want you to know this.
“… That group in Kazan got keen on sorcery. They have to be dis-

missed from the work.”

Babaji

03.11.02
“We are to make Mahakranti — Great Revolution — in the  people’s

ideas about God! But one has to act carefully, othe rwise you will be swept
away by the ignorant. And in future other prophets and Messiahs will
come and they will base their work on the knowledge  I give through you to
the people of the Earth.

(Addressing S. jokingly): “When you are in your head , I neither un-
derstand nor accept you! Now I love you only when y ou are completely in
the spiritual heart!”
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Sathya Sai Baba

05.11.02
“Remember:
“All people living on the Earth are dear to Me indep endently on where

to and what path they go!
“Therefore, I exhort you to care for everyone! It is  just everyone has

to be given according to their own level of develop ment.
“There should not be even a shadow of disdain to tho se going other

paths, who are much younger than you and whom I tea ch now just the
beginning of the art of love. Just all people have to be given that which
they have grown up for.

“Pat each beginner on the back and say, ‘Go bravely to God by the
Path of Love!’”

Lin

18.11.02
“In Russia there is a large Korean diaspora. There a re many people in

it who are worthy of attention and who are interest ed in seeking Me. It
would be wonderful to arrange special educational c lasses for them.”

Sathya Sai Baba

19.11. 02
“Hold My Hand
“And follow Me!
“I will lead you through life
“Into My Abode!”

“Maybe it makes sense to collect a group of physicis ts and come to
You in Your Ashram, where You will explain to them the mechanism of
materialization and dematerialization of material ob jects?”

“No, your task is different: to keep the knowledge g iven by Me to you
for the souls who are mature enough for receiving i t. Materialists are not
capable of understanding this, even if I would want  them to understand.
The task of such people is to maintain the activiti es of the material plane.
Your task is to help those worthy of the Highest.”

Huang Di

“You formed a remarkable group of clever and able en thusiasts who
go to Me setting aside everything ‘earthly’ and ove rcoming all afflictions.
It is such people that I sought! It is such people that I need — to the ut-
most! It is such people that I let into My Highest Abode.

“Your circle will broaden gradually. This broadening  I will ‘keep in
check’. You practice demonstrated that only a small  fraction of people
understand (capable of understanding) who am I.
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“And again I have to warn you against distributing M y highest knowl-
edge among unworthy people!”

Sathya Sai Baba

“Yes, you have not managed yet to interest worthy pe ople outside of
your country. I mean those who can…

“Yet, do not get dejected: they will be, they will c ome!
“I would suggest extending the search not among chur ches, but

among scientists.”
“But we did this in past, and it gave no result.”
“Try it again. I value the efforts of those who do n ot give up after the

first failure and continue to work as I advise.
“Introduce new paradigm of scientific knowledge abou t the nature of

beingness into the scientific milieu.”

Lin

“An attempt to involve into the work the best minds of the western
countries has failed. I suggest paying attention to  the countries of the
East, namely to South East Asia.

“You have to seek contacts not with the lowest socia l classes, not
with the poor, but with elite social layers. Only i n this case the success
may come. I am speaking not about ‘converting to ou r faith’ a few people,
but about changing the world outlook of populations  of whole countries
and regions.

“It is possible to fulfil these tasks through commit tees, centers, and
organizations on international scientific and cultur al exchange.”

Yamamuto

03.12.02
“How to live further, Yamamuto? We are bored without  possibility to

help new students!”
“Loneness is the destiny of those who have chosen Me ! I alone have

to remain for them! Do not expect the warmth of hom e coziness!
“In your service pay attention to Ukraine: there are  bright, ready stu-

dents capable of encompassing our knowledge.
“… You formed a remarkable circle, but some will leav e it…
“In the coming 20 years you will manage to find many  worthy people.

Yet, understand that at present there only a few ou t of millions capable of
comprehending this knowledge! And only the chosen w ill enter My
Abode!

“Now you have to continue personal self-development and make
every effort for this.

“As to the books and films — yes, sell them little by  little.”
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David

06.12.02
“The main task now is to learn to really live in Me — beautifully and

strongly! — to be Me!
“There is no need to cause — through unnecessary acti vity — prob-

lems to yourselves, to other people, to God.
“Do not invite anyone here, at present! Ukraine will  come itself.
“In the nearest future there will be no promising st udents from Rus-

sia.
“Your second common task is to spread the knowledge about Me in

the scientific world among scientists and politicia ns of high rank. I stress
it — in all countries!

“… Jesus is going to come.”

Jesus

“Under My name you managed to gather very few. Your souls are
consolation to me! I warm them and let into My Abod e.

“I lock the gate of our Church until June.”

Sathya Sai Baba

07.12.02
“Can You recommend us something concerning ‘worldly’  and spiri-

tual matters?”
“Everything that was understood and done is a correc t course of

events.
“The main task of all of you is including yourselves  fully in My

Abode. This has to be the primary task for you! Out er work, including the
work with students, has not to shade this.”

“What is the reason of failures of H.?”
“The path is hard for H.! But he has to learn to win ! He has not

learned it yet. He needs to learn fighting and winn ing! Now he can neither
fight nor win.”

“Does it make sense to invite him now?”
“No. And perhaps never.”
“How O. is doing?”
“‘The boil has matured’. It has to be opened. His pr oblem is that his

personal ‘I’ outweighs the ‘I’ of God. He allowed h imself considering one-
self ‘the main figure’. But it is God whom one alwa ys has to consider ‘the
main figure’!

“This fault has a reason: his insufficient experienc e of communica-
tion with God.

“As to you — your success will come as complete merge nce with Me
and cognition of all nuances of Me in all fullness.

“Amen!”
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Huang Di

“Will the day come when every one of us will be occu pied with effec-
tive service of helping concrete worthy people?”

“Again your turn your indriyas in the wrong directio n! Every one of
you — in this group selected and polished by Me — has  to direct the at-
tention only to Me, into the very center of Me, dep thward!”

“What conditions we have to create for ourselves for  carrying out
this task most successfully?”

“Never wash dishes after yourself! Let some others d o it.”
“This is obviously a joke! But the truth is that we cannot stay so long

in Your Abode. And to require other people to wash dishes after yourself
means to develop a vice: to be a dependant.”

“Yes, you are right! Yet, this is not all to it: eve ry one has to seek the
most successful moves! This is an obligatory task f or every one of you,
My dear! Such tasks can be carried out only by comb ined efforts of many.
These efforts combine like petals of a bud. When th e bud is formed the
Flower starts to blossom!”

Sathya Sai Baba and Ptahotep

14.01.03
“Everything goes as it should to be. Now — a smooth c ourse of

events. Undertake nothing ‘on your own’! I am ‘roll ing the prism’ of earthly
events and enjoy its play!”

“Is it Eagle only who will direct now our meditative  work?”
“No, it will be All Whom you know and many Others.”

Yamamuto

“I am ready to stretch a helping hand to every one w ho has achieved
significant evolutionary results. Unfortunately, no t everyone wants it: at-
tachment of people to the ‘worldly’ is too strong!

(Addressing K.): “You should not direct your indriya s into the guna
tamas! 10 This can prevent the advancement of all! Among the  first, you
have to rush into My Abode to cognize Me as soon as you can in all full-
ness! The same I say to everyone worthy. And among you there is no un-
worthy!”

Kayr

21.01.03
“Tell us about yourself. Where was your last incarna tion?”
“It was here, in this land, in Saint Petersburg. It was during the ‘so-

viet time’. I worked in woods. Was guided by the Di vine Teachers. I did not
manage to find any students and had to develop alon e. Later, moved into

                                           
10 As a response to aggression of a diabolized alcohol ic.
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Middle Asia. Attained the complete Perfection there . Then I got ill with
plague — in this way death came.

“… N., in general, is a good person. She is full of c ontradictions, but
they are positive. She has not ‘found oneself’ yet.  She is not a mature per-
son yet. The Abode of the Creator is far to her at present.”

Kayr

01.02.03
“We will overcome all obstacles together! Do not wor ry about your

future, including death of your bodies. Everything is in God’s hands! En-
trust yourselves to Him!

“Accept in your ranks only the most worthy ones! And  such people
on the planet Earth are quite few!

“As for the rest — they should broaden their outlook through the
books. This is your task of broad service.

“Service can be ‘narrow’ (for the chosen) and ‘broad ’.”

Sathya Sai Baba

“Yes, this is My Plan! I am sending you to do this w ork! I will offer
everybody to accept you as guides. You are My Schoo l!”

Vasilyek

“I am not a frequent Visitor of yours because am occ upied with other
matters: I foster in children love for nature.”

Kayr

12.02.03
“Kayr, I see that V. does not engage in meditative w ork. He is com-

pletely immersed into ‘worldly’ matters…”
“Yes, but he should not be reproached for this. It i s planned that he

should develop in the scientific environment. This is certainly right. There
will be periods of spiritual work for him, but… as p eriods of fun. That
which became the purpose of life to you, to him is fun. But let it be like
this! I love and respect him very much!

“… I wish you to meet with Me at dawn! I will be wait ing you at sea-
shore among pines. Maenuel will be very glad too!”

Sathya Sai Baba

25.02.03
“Is he swami who just does some work in a monastery:  tends a fur-

nace, bakes bread, cooks meal, mows grass, looks af ter flowers?
“I want you to discern between the true concept of s wami (Me as an

example) and the false one.
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“Performing one’s duties diligently and honestly is a feat, but not a
feat of a swami. Swami is the one to whom God alone  is important, the
one who devotes one’s entire life to God in meditat ions and not just in the
earthly work.”

Jesus

07.03.03
“An enormous part of the work has been finished, now  it is time to

look back, review everything, and answer to oneself : what I have done and
what I am capable of now?

“At present till summer, care for people who are alr eady involved in
work.

“New students are expected from Ukraine only.
“As for the other countries: there are potential stu dents in Germany

deserving the highest knowledge. There are such peo ple everywhere, yet
even I have no right to interfere with one’s freedo m of will.

“… The task of V. is to develop the intellect so that  it becomes super
powerful. To ‘tow’ him now into the Creator’s Abode  is not harmonious.
He incarnated this time to develop the intellect th rough scientific activity:
in order to cognize Me in all fullness in the next i ncarnation. Attempts to
switch him to the ‘pure anahata’ will disrupt his e volutionary plan, i.e. will
be harmful to him. Though, that which he receives f rom you — he should
receive.

(Addressing K.): “Well done, you have understood a l ot! Yet, some
‘arrears’ remain: you still include in your ‘life p lan’ meaningless people.

“But do not forsake your grandmother: she evolves ri ght! Despite her
being capable of understanding very little… She is m uch younger than
you in psychogenesis!

“But she has love, which one has to support!
“If love is not supported — it fades. And if it is nu rtured —  it contin-

ues to develop further.”

Danish Lady Gott

14.03.03
“Every one of you has a lot to do on the Earth befor e leaving the

earthly plane.
“I ask you, Vladimir, to think about only one thing:  how to serve? The

rest will proceed by itself.
“At that, do not lose the meditative skills you acqu ired!
“Everything goes according to the Divine Plan develo ped beforehand

— and your task is only to be in agreement with it. Do not undertake any-
thing ‘on your own’! It will only hamper the proces s!

“In Ukraine there is a ‘deep stratum’ of people whic h you have not
reached yet…

“There is a prospect of formation, after 2 summers, an international
organization that will have certain financial possib ilities. It will undertake
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the function of saving and distributing our knowled ge. Such sketch exists
as ‘Heavenly’, as a plan ‘in Heaven’.

“And now you have to expand contacts: so that ‘all t he Earth’ comes
to know about you! It concerns not Russia only, but  the advanced West-
ern countries, including Denmark, Scandinavia, the Netherlands — on the
basis of English language.

“Distribute the knowledge through all the channels!”

Elizabeth Haich

16.03.03
“The only request and task for you from God at prese nt is work

through the Internet: informing most broadly throug hout the Earth! Make
your work of informing more broad and deep. Inform by sending mails on
the subjects of medicine to representatives of vari ous kinds of arts:
painting, dramatic art, music etc. The next level o f informing is scientists
of any directions.”

Krishna

25.04.03
“For every one of you present here there is no way b ack — only for-

ward! I want you to know this.
“Every spiritual warrior for achieving success — pers onal and in

service to Me — has to leave behind in this life all  the material world, all
personal affairs and devote oneself fully, entirely  to building relationships
with Me. Everything impeding this has to be discard ed from one’s life,
from one’s path!

“Only in this way every member of this My School has  to live, the
School, monks to which are selected by Me personall y. Every one has to
transform own life to make it a life of a full-fled ged monk! It is such people
that I collect into the core of My School under Vla dimir’s wing.

“Amen! Let it be thus! Only thus and in no other way ! Because every
one of you has chosen the path, but the way for eve ry one present here
has to be absolutely clear, rid of obstacles!”

Sathya Sai Baba

7.05.03
“Yes, I will leave this Earth soon, but I know that I leave My Teachings

in several reliable centers including yours. Theref ore, I can leave with con-
fidence that I have done all that I can. My Teachin gs are reflected in your
books, even in greater detail than I expected.”

“What centers do you mean?”
“A center in Canada, first of all.”
“Is everything all right in our School?”
“Yes, live in peace! Do My work! ‘Green light’ and c lear way for you!”
“Do you have any recommendations for us?”
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“Everything is clear to you. I put you on a ‘railway ’ and you stand on
it firmly. You train goes as it has to and in the r ight direction; the train
consisting of several railroad cars.

“There is no need to have too many such ‘cars’: othe rwise you may
develop earthly attachments. I have invited here a few and will invite some
in future. But avoid idle souls and those who are i mmature ethically and
mentally! Only a unit consisting of really strong w arriors can easily win.
But a crowd scattering at first danger cannot win. Coward people, ‘chil-
dren’, and ‘omnivorous’ I would not invite: this Pa th is not for them! Only
strong, brave people I invite and will bring to you ; such people I bless for
this Path! Tomorrow you will know of some of the sp iritual warriors, which
I mean.”

“Can you recommend something concerning the meditati ve work?”
“The whole picture of this work is clear for you, s o there is no need to

ask questions about it.
“I present you with the field for work and give to M yself some rest. In

about six years I will come to the Earth in a body again.
“If a train is composed of too many cars, it begins to break. Therefore,

you are offered another scheme of work:
“People observe how the train moves and try to creat e such trains

themselves. And to your train only a limited number s of ‘cars’ will be at-
tached. So, there is a group-center, which represen ts this train, plus other
trains that will try to imitate it and develop thei r own speed.”

Jesus

10.05.03
“How H. is doing? He visited India…”
“He spent the time for excursions… Did he do somethin g during

these months for God, not for oneself? Ask him this  question when he
comes. Plus — he decided not to struggle with his vi ces himself but to
hope that someone else does it for him…”

Sacral and Sarkar

12.05.03
“We placed you at the ‘junction of all cross-roads’,  gave you an

enormous amount of knowledge! Now it is necessary t o build a ‘road of
ascent’ for many people: from this ‘junction of cro ss-roads’. So that any-
one can choose an optimal and adequate path for one self — according to
own ability to comprehend.

“I make you, Vladimir, the head. All of you have to assume the guid-
ance of the religious life on the Earth. Uniqueness  of the knowledge you
gained allows you to make this step.

“There are many different directions of the religiou s life on the Earth,
yet there is little positive outcome. The situation  on the Earth has to be
changed radically! The principle of Spiritual Heart  has to be accepted as
basis by everyone!
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“God is Love and by developing oneself as Love one c ognizes Me.
There is no other way and cannot be! Rehashing this  idea in various ways
is your task, the task of every one of you! This cu rrent will save many by
distracting them from the temptations of hell.

“It is very important to involve into this current t hose who visit Pa-
cific islands. This prospect of distant future has to be kept in mind. There
are many good people in this region that can be inv olved. There are whole
habitations of people who go in the right direction .”

Eagle

21.05.03
“It is not possible to reach success by devoting to God 10, 20, or

even 60% of one’s time! 80% is a boundary state, bu t it is better to devote
more than 80%.

“There is the concept ‘Ishvara Pranithana’ — experien cing that God
permeates everything — God as a Teacher. Only having  learned to experi-
ence God always and everywhere, in every situation,  a warrior can win!

“Vladimir, Canada is waiting for you!
“I talked personally with many of those whom you sen t mails. And

some got interested in your knowledge.
“Many understand the necessity of renewing religious  knowledge,

but unfortunately, very differently: someone consid ers it as standing on
the head, others — as lying on nails… And only very f ew understand that
one has to strive to become God.

“You have to continue ‘pressure’ through the Interne t! So that at
least a half of the people living in Canada will ge t to know about you.”

Sathya Sai Baba

“I am not satisfied that meditation ‘Godcentrism’ is  not mastered by
some of you.

“One has to work with it as with a mantra. Only it a llows one to cog-
nize the Creator in all fullness!”

Jesus

24.05.03
“God is with you always, wherever you look at, where ver any of you

stretches the hands! I am with every one of you, an d every one of you
knows this!

“Here, nearby, Lao stands. And I am One of the Many,  Who are con-
stantly with you, watch the destiny of each of you and guide you. Heaven
is open for every student of My… or Our common Schoo l.

“It is sad that Heaven is open only for so few of th e people living on
the Earth…”
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Apostle Mark

07.06.03
“Only after forgetting about oneself completely one can become a

Vine connecting the Creator’s Abode with the materi al plane. Even a
slightest touch of ego can make the Transparent — mu ddy.

“Your task is to be always Transparent!”

Assyris

23.06.03
“How did You manage to collect so many students — so promising?”
“I collected them from the entire Earth, from the en tire European part

of Russia. I collected students by sending messenge rs of successful stu-
dents.”

“I see about 50 people.”
“This is only a small part. Look deeper: there are h undreds of stu-

dents, whom I brought up during centuries.”
“During several incarnations?”
“Yes.”
“… Incarnations of You or of students?”
“I educated them through the bodies of My students. I Myself was

here forever.
“But later… everything good in Russia began to fade a way…”
“You worked here, in this region? Your forest schools  were here?”
“My School was throughout all Russian land! Over cen turies I edu-

cated promising souls raising one wave of students after another!”
“How did people prepare themselves for this?”
“I ‘shepherded’ them. At that time people were engag ed in farming,

cultivating the land. A wide network of forest schools  was created, where I
collected the best students and taught them.

“There was no ashram here — at the place where we are  now. The
best people were found mainly in the Volga region. In the steppes — not.
But in the regions with forests, there were schools . This is why I call them
forest schools .”

“What methods of teaching did You use? Did students study the
structure of the organism, including chakras and me ridians?”

“Certainly, yes. I explained the essence of the stru cture of the Abso-
lute and methods of self-development. ‘How’ and ‘wh at’ — I have de-
scribed, in general.

“Bring people here, so that everyone may experience Me, My Es-
sence, even as at the place of Lao!”

“May one call You Svarog?”
“Svarog is a generalized name. It was not a name of s ome particular

Divine Teacher. This is an equivalent of appellatio n of God-the-Father, the
Creator.

“Bring people here! Here I manifest Myself more vivi dly than at the
place of our first acquaintance. I manifest Myself here in all fullness!”

“How did You manage to achieve such a result: so man y students of
Yours became a Part of the Creator?”
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“The main point is to know well that, which your gro up has cognized
and continues cognizing. Then, after the end of life  in the body, everything
becomes all right! If one remembers this well, then  there is nothing spe-
cial to do: everything happens naturally, by itself .”

“Can You advice us as a School something concerning students,
methods?”

“If you could write a book about Me Ancient Russia — the Country of
God?! This book could make a small beginning for colle cting around you
souls with good potential. Over many years, a small  sprout could begin to
mature. Write that it is not praying in temples but  transformation of one-
self constitutes the main essence of transfiguratio n of a common person
into God! Among flowers, singing birds, rustling le aves, or opening spring
buds one has to find the Main Essence of Beingness!

“Now let us talk about something else.
“Vishnu is spring!
(Jokingly): “I would take you into a journey to plac es of My ashrams,

but you have no money for travelling, so someone el se will have to write
the book Ashrams of Vishnu . Also you would need a cart for going
around!”

“Was the word Vishnu  known in the ancient Russia?”
“Yes. Vishnu and Assyris are different words, but th ey mean the

same: Rising Sun and Spring.”
“By what name you were called in Russia?”
“Assyris is the main Essence of Me as God. Vishnu… — t oo. Vishnu

— Visna — Vesna 11… Vishnu-Vesna is just transformation of the word.”
“Could you advise us something concerning the coming  days?”
(After long silence): “Russia now is a country deaf to God! None can

be found here! I found you and, ahead of time, trie d to say you that there
will be many worthy students. But in reality — centu ries will pass before
many such people will be found…”

Maenuel and Assyris

26.06.03
“There is no one abroad to invite here. Therefore, l ive in peace, be

engaged in self-development!
“To direct efforts outside is meaningful only in cas e of giving infor-

mation, not inviting someone!
“The general task is to make the entire world to spe ak of your knowl-

edge — throughout the Earth. You have to make this knowledge widely
known, widely available, make this knowledge easily  ‘downloadable’ from
the Internet!

“The most important thing for you is to listen Me at tentively! You
should make no wrong step!

“Yes — to informing, no — to inviting!”

                                           
11 Russian word vesna  means spring (note of the translator).
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Maenuel

28.08.03
“Calm is the main thing in motion!
“It is not possible to master quickly complex medita tive states! This

requires time, this requires gradual growth of the consciousness! This is
why you have had a break. It is not possible to asc end ceaselessly! Recall
the law of sinusoid. The most important point here is not to allow oneself
going down at descending intervals of the sinusoid.

“I am proud of taking part in work with you! All Tea chers are proud of
you! The success is real and firm! It is worth the efforts!”

Juan Matus

“Who said that the material world has to bring you p leasure?! I will
never allow you to ‘build a cozy nest’ here for ‘wor ldly’ pleasure!

“See how the material plane can give wrong satisfact ion! When at the
material plane everything goes well, people quite e asily stick to it with
their indriyas! This is why God does not give full coziness and wellness in
the world of matter!

“However, the material world is actual only while yo ur indriyas wan-
der in it…

“By the way, by indulging in the desires of the body  one can never
become its master!”

Sathya Sai Baba

“Why sometimes a pain may arise when you go the spir itual Path? It
is related to the motives that drive you.

“If you stretch you hands to Me with love, then ther e is no pain, there
is only joy of Mergence! Because I am Love and rece ive love into Me!

“If you seek just liberation, if you want just to be come free from the
fetters, then this is the way of egoism! It has no love! And the result is
pain and despair…”

Giant

11.09.03
“Mornings in Canada are the same as here! It would b e so good for

you find in Canada a shore like this! You can call much more people into
Me!”

“Could You advise us how to establish contacts in Ca nada? What
can we do more?”

“Everything goes well. You just have to wait.”
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Kim

19.10.03
(Showing how it is good to work with all latest med itations in the north

part of Ontario). “That which you, Vladimir, have c reated in Russia now is
needed by no one here, except for few people. There fore, it would be good
for some of you to emigrate to Canada. Many Divine Teachers wait you
there wishing to speak through you to the people of  the Earth.

“… Ethical purity in a promising spiritual person has  to become ab-
solutely unconditional. Yet, one cannot achieve it immediately when he is
ordered.

“Ethical purity has to become coessential to the sou l!”

John the Baptist

05.11.03
“John, how did You attain the Divinity? Did You inca rnate after Your

well-known incarnation?”
“I incarnated in Australian region then, traveled on  a ship between

Australia and New Zealand.
“I am waiting for a long time the moment when seriou s spiritual work

starts there! At present, there are promising child ren. Among adults, there
are very few such people. These children were incar nated specially for
this School of Ours.

“You have to provide people on all the Earth with th e highest knowl-
edge! This is the mission of the School!”

Lao

“I created the ashram here so that it may exist for ages! And I am sad
that the only School which cognized Me is going to l eave there.

“Yes, Canada is needed to God: many good people are incarnated
there! Yet, in this country, Our and your tradition  is very needed too!
Therefore, I ask and hope that someone will stay he re, someone who
could help the seekers of the true knowledge with d escribing God, Me, in
as much detail as you, Vladimir, did! I repeat: Rus sia too has to have a di-
rect succession from you! Here, in Russia, a hearth  of the highest spiritual
knowledge has to remain!

“Now your School is not replenished with students an ymore. But if
after centuries some seeker wakes up, someone who w ants to know Me
even as you did, then such a person highly deserves  help! There will be
such people in centuries! Therefore, the School mus t exist here too! I ex-
hort you to leave in these lands, in these forests a good student, who can
ensure the succession of generations.”
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Bright New Moon

“I will accompany you in Canada. ‘The maple leaf cou ntry’ is very
congenial to Me! I know many people there who need your help very
much!

“… As to Russia… From time to time, there will be flas hes of emo-
tions of love for the Creator in people, which have  to be supported. It is
for the sake of them that your fires have to burn i n these forests…”

Yamamuto

“Peace to you, My best friends on the Earth!
“I am so happy to teach you the art of the highest m editations! There

is no greater happiness for God than to observe gro wth of the students
like you! Each one of you will understand it very w ell after disembodi-
ment!

“Now diasporization takes place: new diasporas of the  School arise.
This is very good! One principle has to be retained , which all you know
well: the Goal is one: into Me!, into the Ocean of the Creator! Let every
self drown in Me and became Me, a Part of Me! Let e veryone attain full re-
alization of One Higher Self! Every One Who found Me  knows this!”

Kayr

14.11.03
“You have to care for Me by caring for people not on ly in the country

that you were charged with at the moment, but throu ghout the entire
planet!”

“How our proposals are accepted in Canada?”
“The people’s freedom of will… The concept of the freedom of will  is

well known to you… One has to approach it with under standing… Every
one of the embodied people has a right to say ‘no’ or ‘yes’…

“And be always ready to the most unexpected change o f the situa-
tion!

“It is not by chance that you were ordered to take n o action until De-
cember: because the situation may change depending on the exercising
the freedom of will by people. The end of November will make many
things clear.

“Charge yourselves with concern for people over all the Earth! Over
all the Earth! Not only in the Sweden and Canada!

“And now you have to just watch the march of events. ”

Jeremy

04.12.03
“There is a ‘General Plan’ of your service and futur e development.

This Plan is Mine. But now it is too premature to s tart realizing it. This
summer will show everything and eliminate the disti nctions which prevent
you now from coming to this new stage.
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“Now continue working on yourselves and helping thos e related with
you.

“Also — ‘inform, but not invite!’ all others.
“Let ‘dogs’ bark at you from all sides — do not be af raid! The victory

is always Mine! As to these ‘dogs’ — I will throw th em into the blazing in-
ferno of hell!”

Ngomo

12.12.03
“Defects of a Student of God, i.e. of the one whom G od needs as a

Teacher, I correct with a very harsh hand! My hand is light and tender
when I caress My dear children. But requirements to  a Student of God are
quite different because a Student of God has to do great deeds among
people!

“… It is time for you to create a diaspora. In past y ou gather, now you
have to disperse, create branches: to switch from c entripetality to centri-
fugality. The work of expanding has to proceed by t he efforts of students.
And your task, Vladimir, is to direct, to correct.

“It is time for many of you to create own hearths of  spiritual culture.
And this work has been started already.”

Jeremy

13.12.03
“New Zealand is the place very dear to God. Every of  the God’s stu-

dents, who found oneself there, achieved significan t evolutionary prog-
ress. One of the reasons of this is that this land is rich with places of
power . Crystallization of the consciousness goes there mu ch faster then
in your lands.”

David

“Hugs to you all!
“From now on, the Earth is not ‘yours’, Vladimir, an d is not your

friend’s! Yours is Heaven now! This is for all of y ou! I proclaim to you,
Vladimir, and to all who are with you full Freedom!

“On the Earth everything will go swimmingly. The sta ge of ‘straining’
oneself in the matters of earthly service has to be  finished as soon as
possible, so that full Freedom may come, at last!”

“Is there any undertaking planned by us which we sho uld not do?”
“No, there is no such undertaking. However, this sta ge has to be fin-

ished as soon as possible!
“Up to now, you did everything right except for seve ral faults.
“The stage of Service, in the form it is now, has to  be finished! The

full Freedom has to come! You have to look at Heave n only!”
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Surya

06.01.04
“Never before you understood so clearly as now that it is possible to

realize the spiritual potential only if God-the-Fath er was chosen as the
main Goal of one’s life. This is why God proclaimed  the thesis of mono-
theism!

“Only the one who devotes the life completely to Me,  who ‘puts the
head on My lap’ can be named, at the end of making all efforts, Me!

“Indeed, the life of true monks is easy and blissful ! One just has to
know and accept fully the situation or scheme of in teraction that obsta-
cles are created by Me ! It is not by chance that Babaji told you about th e
Head wind 12. Only they can realize themselves who overcome this  Head
wind . The Head wind  is this nagual (or one of the nagual’s manifestati ons)
a meeting with which is hardly advisable, hardly se nsible, hardly safe 13 for
those who are not ready yet to become Me in the cur rent incarnation.

“Therefore, once more I exhort you, Vladimir, and al l of you: never
accept anyone into your group of the worthiest ones  but those about
whom I told you and will tell later. For the rest — books and films. For
them it is enough!”

Assyris

“And now I propose you to look at the events on the material plane in
such a way as if every one of you is already Me, in  the non-incarnate state.
Let your eyes look at Me from the Depth of Me.

“… The next students for you will be from Australian region, Sweden,
Denmark, Canada.

“You should not expect anyone from Russia. Though, y ou should
continue the work started, which brings good fruits .

“When spring birds begin to sing, I will create a ne w expanse for
your souls! And now — continue the work you started.  Amen!”

“Ukraine?”
“About Ukraine you were said everything you need. On e has to cre-

ate there a new hearth with a full set of all places of power  necessary for
cognizing God-the-Father.”

Krishna

13.01.04
“My Will consisted in teaching you what is ‘black’ a nd what is ‘white’,

what is God and what is devil. The time of studying  this is coming to an
end.

“I created Bhagavad Gita  for people with the purpose of teaching
them to distinguish this.

“I am present everywhere!

                                           
12 See in the book [12].
13 About the same Juan Matus said; see in [6].
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“Love Me everywhere!
“Moreover, one has to be Me and love from Me .
“Every one of you is capable of becoming Me in all f ullness.”

Lao

“Keeping on the palms all the living, one has to ext end the hands of
the consciousness farther and farther! Keep on the palms not only the
world of prakriti but the world of souls as well. O ne has to extend the
hands as far as possible!

“Do not forget: such work has to be done in the sate  of Mergence
with Me! — the Creator of the Earth and all nations.

“The next question is where to choose the best place  for such
work?…

“… Even as you, I am waiting for spring — when black g rouses will
sing!

“Now — it is the ‘season’ for working hard on oneself !”

Sathya Sai Baba

27.01.04
“It is remarkable that you mastered this stage! I am  leaving the Earth

soon and you have to assume the work begun by Me to  continue it!”

Lao

10.02.04
“The main activity will take place in spring.
“You may inform the people abroad about the films wh en both

Sattvas  are ready.
“There will be an effect! There is an effect already ! People will watch

the films, enjoy them!
“Do not ‘disturb’ people in Russia any more! All was  done right! All

who needed this information have received it!
“Let us cease this activity in Russia for the forese eable future except

single cases of distributing books and films. Let u s not publish new book
now. Concrete help should be given only to worthy c andidates from other
countries.

“When the films are ready, you will have to send the  information
about them around to other countries: Australia, Ca nada, New Zealand,
Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands etc. First of all — to biologists includ-
ing ecologists.

“Now you have to look at the coming spring! The most  important
thing now is the spirit of spring! You have to get filled with the spirit of
spring!”
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Jesus

11.02.04
“Do not ‘run after’ anyone in Russia anymore! You ha ve to accept

emotionally this for oneself right now! At present,  there is no one for you
in Russia except for people I have collected alread y!

“In spring there will be an expanse for growth of th e souls!”

Sathya Sai Baba

17.02.04
“Why You were with us so rarely during last months?”
(Laughing): “I am always with you: one My hand, left , is always under

your bodies, the other one is over you, caresses yo u.
“Yes, there are very few bright people like you on t he Earth at pres-

ent.”
“What: the Earth is dying spiritually?”
“No. Everything depends on our common efforts.
“In Russia there is no one like you at present; prob ably, only after 10

years someone will ‘perk up’. Therefore, I bless yo u to service in other
countries!

“Lately you seek needed people not in the right dire ction. Remem-
ber? — it was said to you that you have to seek them  among green fields,
not in the buildings of scientific institutions? Tr y to seek them where
there is an expanse for growth of souls, where it i s possible to experience
huge hands of the spiritual heart that can support all living beings!”

Babaji

19.02.04
“Could you suggest something concerning our work?”
“Fearlessly, resolutely carry out this plan of God! Your main task is

to become Representatives of God-the-Father on the Earth! The form of
your service depends on how each of you realizes thi s task inside your-
self.

“Your social activity depends on My Will, conditions  around you, and
on what part of this burden each of you can bear... ”

Ngomo

20.02.04
“I will crush anyone who dares to harm! I will make the way for you

on the Earth ‘hacking through the thicket’. You sho uld not be afraid: nei-
ther of Me, of course, nor of malevolent people! I — God — will do our
common work! I protect your bodies with My Fiery Sh ield!

“From the standpoint of service let us direct the at tention to publish-
ers, television, and radio. The task at present is not to collect ‘crumbs’ but
to change the world outlook of masses of people! Fo r the first time I set
you a task this way.
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“That which I have said should become a law for you! ”

Vasilyek

21.02.04
“You have to save people! Save people!
“Some bodies smoke already at the ruins of the templ e built in past:

feet, hands are scorched by the fire of hell.
“Send around the information as quickly as possible overcoming all

earthly adversities! Send around the knowledge abou t Me!
“Waste no single day, no single minute! Save all peo ple and all crea-

tures evolving on the Earth! Do it for the sake of Me!
“If even one of them is saved, you merit will be gre at!
“Do it for the sake of Me!”

Ngomo

26.02.04
“Place the emphasis on help to children.
“Direct your attention now to UN and to other intern ational organiza-

tions and programs.
“Contacts with UN imply not searching for concrete s tudents but

BROADCASTING!”

28.02.04

“Now it is the best opportunity for interacting with  UN.
“After Nairobi inform the University of UN in Japan.
“In Oceania there is an island where there is a Scho ol of seekers of

the Truth.”

John the Baptist, Ngomo, and Kayr

29.02.04
“Pay the highest attention to expanding the service through UN.
“What concerns meditations — you has gradually achiev ed the

summit of the knowledge which will allow you to mas ter dissolving your
bodies in Me completely. We will work on this aroun d the spring and dur-
ing the spring.

“Do not doubt! In front of you — giant, great goal! I  will guide you in
this.”

Jesus

01.03.04
“I receive all of you into Myself! You lived your li ves not in vain!
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“If I am receiving you, I am in you, you are in Me — then you should
not be bothered by difficulties! Be it threatening 14 or something else —
you have to live in a ‘relaxed state’ in relation t o the world of physical
bodies.”

Sathya Sai Baba

02.03.04
“Vladimir, your service has not really begun yet! It  is expected from

you!”

Elizabeth Haich

04.03.04
“With all My heart — I am with you! I know very well how it is difficult

to solve the earthly problems!
“You are not on narrow roads at the initial part of the Path, where one

can get easily lost and turn back. You are on its m iddle part, on a wide
solid road, from where it is impossible to turn bac k, impossible to go
astray.

“But the main is waiting you ahead…”

Sathya Sai Baba

06.03.04
“Yes, the first third of the Path is trails where pe ople easily lose the

direction. The second third is straight and solid r oad from which one can-
not turn. You are on it now. And the last third imp lies going to the End of
the Path, where one gains full steadiness of being Me and My power. On
this part of the Path, one cannot go looking back — at the beginner stu-
dents. One has to move fully and steadily there whe re there is only Me!
This is why I leave you alone using these ‘complex methods’.”

Kayr

10.03.04
“People watch the films, read the books… But grandios ity of knowl-

edge expounded in your materials frightens them and … repels.
“People mature intellectually and capable of encompa ssing this

knowledge are found in Canada. In Ontario, there ar e whole groups of
such people who try to grope the Truth but have not  managed yet. I would
like to put them into your embrace, but there was n o slightest contact be-
tween you and them up to now…”

                                           
14 Living in the modern Russia, we are suffering cons tant threats from fas-

cists for anti-fascist statements in our books. The re were threats of “maiming”
us, shooting, “cremating alive”, and others similar. There were real attempts of
slaying me and one of my colleagues. But every time  God warned us before-
hand…
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Jeremy

26.03.04
“Black grouses will sing soon! You have to be there!  I want to teach

you among black grouses’ songs: teach the way of go ing deeper into Me!
“You, Vladimir, do not know what is awaiting you, th erefore it makes

no sense to conjure about it!
“Let this work every day be work for Me, not for one self — only such

work I bless! There should be no slightest selfish motives! Only Me!
“Learn to act from Me: having become Me act with My Hand, with My

Hands!”

Sathya Sai Baba

09.04.04
“Now it is time to complete shifting fully self-awar eness into the

Creator.
“This requires not only ethical purity and full devo tion, but also one

needs to bring the energies of the body to the firs t Brahmanic level of
subtlety.

“Plus — the ability to live in total reciprocity , because the Creator is
reciprocal to an individual self.

“Let all your dreams and intentions become Mine!
“Let all you aspirations become Mine!
“Let all your decisions become Mine!
“Let all your love become My Love!
“Let all your actions become Mine!
“Let all your desires become Mine!
“Let all your life become Mine!”

Jesus

14.04.04
“Every soul has its own problems, but if you forget Me because of

them…
“Do you want to know what are My problems now? Peopl e have for-

gotten that there is God! They have forgotten that one can smile to Me,
rejoice at Me, LOVE ME!

“I want you to stand to full height  — in order to do My Work and help
solving My problems.

“Only from full Mergence with Me all the further wor k is possible
(both meditative and the service)! Only thus you ca n continue!

“… The body is not yours, I gave it to you. Reconcile  yourself to the
fact that it is not yours! Rid yourself of a habit of considering it yours, al-
low Me to enter into it and control it completely!”
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Babaji

16.04.04
“There will be no students from Russia in next 10 ye ars! This is not a

trick for redirecting your attention but a real fac t. The freedom of will of
people living in Russia does not favor anyone to wa nt to fall in love with
Me seriously! Search for new students in Russia can  give no result. I
wanted to show Myself to many, yet none desired thi s! One has to search
abroad.

“Your task at present is complete Merging with Me! O nly when this
process is finished, when this new stage of cognizin g Me is finished for
you — only then you can invite new people. And I Mys elf will come to you
as a student!”

“ ?”
“This is not a joke. There is a boy who prepares to the mission of an

Avatar. He should start studying in your School, Vl adimir.”
“Where is He? In Russia?”
“No, abroad.
“… You have to continue the process of overcoming th e static inertia

of the body’s cells.
“It is necessary that this matter become Mine, you h ave to learn to of-

fer this matter to Me — then this work is done by Me  — for the sake of you
and for My sake as well. Now it is the final stage of that process when the
matter purged of all coarse energies has to transfo rm into the moving Di-
vine Consciousness.”

Sathya Sai Baba

24.04.04
“If some international organization gets interested i n you, then it will

be possible to establish a Center in Russia where s eekers of Me can come
together. Let us discuss this point at the end of s ummer.

“You have to continue spreading the knowledge over a ll the Earth.
Spread the knowledge I presented you with!

“I bless creation of a new film. I fully trust your professionalism. I see
no reason to introduce any My idea.”

“What can you advise concerning the coming program?”
“This is a question to Jeremy. And I want to give yo u an advice:

never look at human filth, various human filth. Hea ven is your destiny. He
who looks at Heaven is accepted by Me into Myself!”

25.04.04
“My dear, when there is no ‘you’ in the body, then I  fill it. Only then —

God enters the body and manifests Himself in it and  through it! And then:

“… The eyes with which God looks cannot see bad!
“The mouth with which God speaks can say only the wo rds of God!
“The heart in which God lives cannot not love!
“The body belonging to God completely cannot be sick !
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“Learn to see with My Eyes!
“Learn to speak with My Mouth!
“Learn to love with My Heart!
“Learn to act with My Hands!
“Learn to live My Life!”

Kayr

29.04.04
“Fully devoted disciples are present here.
“Let ‘mutts’ bark at you. I will protect you from th em and from their

adverse practical actions.
“Let Me turn back to the question of what is My role  in the life of

every one of you.
“Understand: one has to merge with Me!
“Vladimir, the Abode is yours, but not to the extent  I wish it to be!

Look how Sathya Sai Baba acts on the Earth. You hav e to become similar
to Him in the coming years! I am expecting the same  from every one of
you!

“This requires you to attain new level…”

Petr

“I want you to know that every One of Us will do eve rything to help
all of you to attain this level!

“Your group was formed not by chance. I collected yo u during centu-
ries, so that here in Russia may appear this ‘small  flock’ composed of
spiritual warriors, who cognized Me in all fullness,  as I am. Many things in
the future of Russia depend on yours and Ours effor ts.”

Babaji

30.04.04
“An individual consciousness has to dissolve its ind ividualness in

the Ocean of the Primordial Consciousness.  Then th e body and cocoon
will change from density and heterogeneity to ‘a so urce’, ‘an opening’, ‘a
hole’ in the multidimensionality, through which the  Ocean will roll freely
Its Pure Waters.

“Stop experiencing yourselves not only as bodies but  as individual
souls as well!

“Embrace All the Earth with your intense love and fo rget about your-
selves!

“Then My Divine Stream will flow through your bodies !”

Krishna

“O. has proven that she is ready to live for My sake , not for herself. I
need only such people, not others!
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“Ptahotep has finished His work in Russia and redire cts His attention
to Egypt.”

“Are there in Egypt promising people whom we can con tact?”
“A new age of the development of this country is com ing. The sphere

of your activity is Eurasia and the American contin ent plus the islands
mentioned.”

Babaji

01.05.04
“I am representing the Main Essence for you here, in  Russian forests,

in order to impart this knowledge to you, to make y ou alike to Me in this
harsh, distant from India country.

“I found you, you found Me. And now, after many year s since our
first acquaintance, I am initiating you to the deep est mysteries of My Be-
ing.

… (Pointing at the countries of South East Asia): “Du ring many cen-
turies God sent the light of the highest knowledge from these countries to
the so-called Western civilization, one wave after a nother. Each such a
wave gives some fruits. Yet, the main hearth of cul ture is in such counties
as India, Cambodia, Laos, and other countries aroun d.

“The reason of spiritual aspirations of people, as y ou know, not in
technocracy: technocracy has nothing to do with thi s. The reason is in
unconcern . The word unconcern  has two opposite sides: lack of concern
for one’s own destiny and the destiny of the neighb ors and freedom from
attachments to the material plane.

“Look at the way of life of so-called savages. There  is a roof made of
palm leaves, bananas, or reed stems, which protects  from rain — and
these people have no problem! When the stage of ado lescent passions
ends, such a person submerges into contemplation of  non-material world.

“The intellect is developed not necessarily through computer games
and other amusements of the material plane. During centuries, people de-
veloped the intellect in search for Me — among cries  of elephants, hubbub
of monkey flocks.

“The ‘west’ forced people to seek a habitat for them selves in the
conditions of cold winter and scarce food. The ‘eas t’ is a direct contem-
plation of Me for those who attained the ability to  study this ‘immense
field’.

“Your School, originated from Me, is another wave fo r spreading the
knowledge from ‘east’ to ‘west’.

“This wave has made great effect on many minds alrea dy. Yet… this
is too little in general!

“The movement I talked about recently is this very w ave which unites
Me and all those people of ‘west’ and ‘east’ who wa nt sincerely to cognize
Me as I am.

“Let it be a wide road that would connect the hearts  of people of the
‘west’ and ‘east’ — through the ocean — to America! S uch is your task.
Your ‘hands’ should be distributed between here and  there to stir the
minds of people. And this will launch another wave uniting the people of
the ‘east’ and ‘west’… First, renovation should take  place on the ‘east’,
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and then it will expand to the ‘west’. For this, yo u have to try all possible
contacts.

“The task is to transfer this knowledge to the Ameri can continent: to
‘throw a bridge’ that would connect South East Asia  and the American
continent — across Europe.

“You have to try to establish contacts at the govern mental level of
the named countries, in the scientific-religious ci rcles.

“Experience yourselves a living band, which has to e ncircle 2/3 of the
globe. This band originates in Me, its source is in  Me. This is a road with
many people on it, which has to be built with your and My efforts, for the
sake of Me! Rejoice!

“… And now — absorb Me by every cell of your bodies! T his morning
is for you!”

Your Babaji from Haidakhan

Jesus

“My Love knows no limits in relation to you all! You  glorify Me and
the Father!

“Let Me give you last directions concerning the Main  Goal in cogniz-
ing Me:

“Never indulge sinecurists 15. Only those who make every effort
working on My field, who open the hearts of people to cognition of My Di-
vine Depths — only those I love with all My Divine p assion! All We do Our
best to bring such people to the very end of cognit ion of Me in the Depths
of Me — in all fullness!

“Throughout the Earth, throughout the entire univers e — material
passions boil — passions of those who do not know Me  yet.

“And I choose — among tens of millions — only the most  worthy
ones to give them the knowledge that I am present e verywhere, in the
depths of every being, also in the depth under the material plane.

“And only sometimes I manifest Myself there where or dinary people
may see.

“Now look at Me as I am here among you. (One can see  His Counte-
nance and goldish Divine Fire.) I propose to contin ue studying Me under
the surface of this Ocean of the Absolute — to study  Me where the Gate is
open to the Abode of Heavenly Father!

“I am a Vine. Study now: what it means! Thus I said about Myself
when I was incarnated among people.

“There, in the Depths of the Father, I am present ev erywhere! Cog-
nize Me there!

“In the any part of the Creator’s Abode you may find  Me… And learn
from Me!

“Every One of Us knows this and came Here through th is: the arms
of the consciousness, the anahata between them, one  embraces with
these arms all space around!

“It is not in vain that I, Ptahotep, Krishna, Lao, E agle and Other
taught you to keep on the palms all creatures!

                                           
15 People who live for the sake of themselves and do not strive to serve.
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“Prepare for a journey! Do not forget that which I s aid! You can meet
My Love everywhere! I will be among you always! Pre ach Me from the
Depths of the Father, bring the Truth there where p eople are capable of
understanding Me! This is the only thing that I cal l you to.”

Sathya Sai Baba

03.05.04
“I am Everything. I am in every being and in the dep th of the planet, I

am Atman of every one and I am Paramatman!
“I can manifest all this trough My body. And I want to teach you this.
“I manifest Myself on any plane of Existence.
“This is My face; become every hair on My head, ever y ray of Love in

My look, every bit of warmth in My smile!
“I can manifest Myself everywhere!
“I and the Father are One. I am the entire Ocean and  Its Depths!
“I am Prema!
“I am Sathya!
“I am Ananda!
“I am presenting this with Myself not only on the hi ghest planes but

also among people in the world of matter.
“Grow with all your love into My Being!
“Cognize further the state: ‘I am the Ocean!’
“Come to know how I live: I allow everyone to be, to  grow, to de-

velop, and to cognize Me without preventing each con sciousness to re-
main itself.

“I am dwelling in everyone and in everything, in the  Depth under eve-
rything!

“I am One Primordial Ocean!
“Inside and outside, mixing with nothing, — I am!
“And My body too is filled with the Ocean of Me — ver y con-

sciously!”

Kayr

06.05.04
“Look at Our scales, at the scales of the Divine Tea chers! The entire

planet is within Our reach! Every creature appealin g to Us receives either
help or refusal depending on… But none is left witho ut Our attention!”

Krishna

“I am visiting all nooks of the Earth, all countries , and everywhere I
look into the souls of people. All We do like this:  We watch who wants
what, how people perceive the things. This is why t he plans of your serv-
ice on the Earth change so often.

“Unfortunately, the souls capable of perceiving the Supreme plans
are too few on the Earth. So, it is necessary to ‘m aneuver’ among the
souls, to try to find at each moment those, who are  capable of perceiving.
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“And this depends on many factors, including busynes s of minds
and new ideas coming into minds. Only when for seek ing people there is
no inflow of fresh information — only then they are capable to perceive
what I want to tell them.

“Now, do you understand, and does each of you unders tand, how dif-
ficult is the work on introducing fundamentally new  knowledge?

“My children, remember about Me constantly! I am tak ing care of you
constantly , and I hope that no one of you doubts My love.

“Let Me suggest that you assume the responsibility f or people to a
larger extent.”

David

“I initiate you into My Yoga, as you wanted. Are you  satisfied?”
“Yes.”
“Do you have problems or questions?”
“No. Everything was explained.”
“My dear, accept My greetings!”

Babaji

19.05.04
“Recall the stages which you have mastered. It will be useful for the

future generations. Recall how you made your first steps: shavasana,
psychophysical exercises, concentrating oneself in the anahata of the
body etc… — until you cognized Me — the Primordial Con sciousness, the
Deepest Layer of the Ocean of the Absolute…

“Also you know well that God has many Names and all His Names
are beautiful!”

“The knowledge that you possess is unique! But so fe w people know
this!

“I have not found anyone who could carry this knowle dge about Me
to people, except you, Vladimir! Therefore, your su ccess is so pleasing to
Me and to all Divine Teachers Whom you know and do not know!

“You have much to know and to do for My sake, being One with Me.
And let this trail, paved by you, be never forgotte n by people! (He shows
how this trail is turned by the feet of students in to a wide well trodden
road).

(Pointing at the USA): “There, for the first time ov er these years a
center is being formed into which Russians in Ameri ca are also involved. I
initiated two such centers and it is going to be fi ne! All attention should
be directed there!

“The USA is the country which possesses an enormous economic,
political, and mental potential, the latter is the most important! This coun-
try is ready now to start advancing the knowledge I  offer in the scale of all
the Earth.

“You have to understand the situation of the ‘Russia n America’: it
should support Russia, which remains dear to it!
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“Hesychasm, raja yoga, the polemic aspect of discuss ing the being-
ness — these are three matters which are interesting  to the people in
America contrary to Russia.”

Sarkar

“Your task consists in making all the Earth to know about new, true un-
derstanding of the meaning of man’s existence!”

Assyris and Lao

“To shine with the Sun of God  — this is what Assyris taught in His
forest schools .

“How can you leave this land?! You have to arrange h ere an ashram
with tents, you have to start educating people here  from all corners of the
Earth! Russia lags behind in its spiritual developm ent, and all the Earth
lags. So, Our task is to develop them!

“You self-sacrificial service to God on the Earth ha s to be performed
here! Here you have to restore the methods, which, at present, are un-
known to the totality of people on the Earth! These  are the methods of
Lao, Assyris, Kayr, Jesus… — all of Us!

“A center has to be established here! You have to co ver this entire
field with tents! Let it be an oasis for pure and b right souls on the Earth!

“The initial level of buddhi yoga has to be taught w here the students
live and here you should invite only the most promi sing ones. It will be a
center for training instructors.

“Now it is time to inform the USA as much as possibl e!
“God constantly makes attempts to make people listen  to Him, yet He

always takes into account the freedom of will of ev ery one…
“… But the service should never shade your own work o n studying

Me!”

Babaji and Kayr

19.05.04
“Look: there is the Ocean of Me, which includes vari ety of creatures

in Me. All is interrelated. Every your emotion, act ion, thought has a reac-
tion in the Absolute — in the Single ‘Whole’. Act te nderly, carefully, and,
at the same time, — resolutely! Act — from Me!

“Interacting with every soul — vegetal, animal, human  — feel them as
parts of Me… In everybody, in everyone — feel Me. And  live like this…

“I never coerce anyone. I just create circumstances in which every-
one makes choice. Respect the freedom of choice!

“Everything coming to your life, even tortures, you can receive from
Me with gratitude. Realize: everything coming to you  goes from Me — for
the good of you as a soul!

“And in the Depth of the Ocean of Paramatman you and  I are One!”
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Kayr

23.05.04
“You have to revise the entire program of the School ’s work. Now

you should aim not at a small monastic center, but at worldwide spread-
ing of your knowledge over all the Earth!

“For realization of this task the program has to be d ifferent than it
was before. The emphasis has to be made not on trai ning instructors but
on spreading your knowledge in the scale of the pla net! Realization of this
plan implies involving many people from different c ountries.

“Is the task clear for you? Remember it well! Then I  and all of Us will
enroll needed people round the globe.”

Maenuel

25.05.04
“The Higher Self of any one of you is identical with  the Primordial

Universal Consciousness.
“You cognized this in practice.
“You know how to teach this.
“This is a unique situation! This is a way to Me for  people of all the

Earth!”

Sathya Sai Baba

26.05.04
(Addressing O.): “You have to become a pure source s hedding My

Knowledge to people — to those who do not know and do not hear Me
yet!

“Manifest Me with yourself!
“The purity of your perception of Me has to be absol ute, without any

touch of self.
“My Love has to stream from your eyes, from your hea rt, manifest in

your words and actions, in your way of life on the Earth!
“Serving Me through giving My Knowledge to people is  that which I

want from you, from all of you! And I can do it onl y through bodies of in-
carnate people, through your bodies, in particular. ”

Jesus

27.05.04
“Learn from Me! These are My Hands, Healing Divine H ands origi-

nating from the Abode of the Father and coessential  to Him. Everything
that I touch by these Hands gets filled with the Di vine Light of Love.

“I touch bodies — and diseases, nesting in them as is olated foreign
energies, get dissolved, losing individual envelope s and with them losing
the ability and power for continuing their destruct ive work.

“Your hands too can heal. Be always a Vine! Then wit h your hands
the Father will help people, healing bodies and sou ls.”
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Juan Matus

“Expanding oneself to Infinity with the help of the arms of the devel-
oped spiritual heart — this I consider the most impo rtant thing in the life
of a warrior, since one really became a warrior! Al l the rest will come by
itself. Has almost come.”

“What about America?”
“America and films worth nothing compared to that wh ich I have said

about. The main task is further merging with Me!
“You cannot find anyone who would encompass this kno wledge of a

warrior, which We have imparted to you! You cannot find anyone who
would be devoted to the Creator as much as those I collected around you!
Therefore, spiritual, as you call it, activity on t he Earth has little value
compared to further cognition of Me.

“None of you is going to disembody in the nearest fu ture. But it is the
highest bliss! — to experience oneself without body,  to experience the full
Freedom of God if you are worthy of it: the Freedom  to be everywhere, in
everything, doing everything you want!

“In this lies the main criterion of allowing people into the Abode of
the Creator: one has to desire to do only good for all! Nothing for oneself,
there has to be no shade of selfishness, malice or negative emotions in
general, directed at others!

“The first thing which one has to do is to rid Onese lf of ‘oneself’: of
all that constitutes the lower self. Then Heaven op ens for such a person!
This should be taught!

“Only those to whom the Father’s Abode is near I wou ld allow to
study in our School. Yet, there is no such person o n the Earth at present.
Attachments prevent! The culture of spiritual life faded on the Earth!

“Sathya Sai Baba — He has given so much to people! Ye t, they man-
aged to comprehend so little of it!

“Nevertheless, one has to continue trying to help pe ople.”

Babaji

31.05.04
“Help from you as a Guru is little yet, because you directed your

service at the chosen part of people, not at many — to aim them at karma
yoga.

“Karma yoga, i.e. working selflessly for the Evoluti on of the Universal
Consciousness, is this very railway on which one ha s to put people from
the very beginning until the end of their Path. By this railway of selfless
work, they will be able to come to the Creator’s Ab ode. And there they will
cognize Me in all fullness.

“It is too premature to end your earthly service. Up  to now, you were
aimed at Me, at seeking the Main Essence — Me, the G oal of all people,
and also at studying the Absolute. And it is too so on to set a new task for
you now: you have not reached the very end, have no t accustomed your-
selves to live in Me constantly. But one should res pect the people working
selflessly and call others to such work. This is th e way of destroying ego-
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centrism, substitution of centripetal desires with centrifugal motives of
love.

“Pay attention, Vladimir, how little you were given by other people!
This is so because you always stood for yourself, d id not involve others
into our common work! While in the physical world e ven slightest enthu-
siasm of some fool often causes in people around em otions of selfless
support of this fool, support of foolish undertakin gs.

“I suggest that you pay more attention to this pheno menon.”

Shastriji

“This is why only a small book is left from the Teac hings of Babaji,
but He is known in many countries. He called, invol ved people…”

Sathya Sai Baba

02.06.04
(Addressing S.): “Do not shift responsibility for yo ur spiritual devel-

opment to other people! Only you are responsible fo r your spiritual
growth — responsible in front of God! All We can onl y help, can only cre-
ate favorable conditions for growth, but you have t o grow yourself! No
one can do it for you!

“You have to become a teacher for yourself, accept y ourself as a
student, i.e. take in your own hands the planning o f your spiritual educa-
tion. This has to become a habit, an integral part of your life — even as
eating, sleeping, washing.

“Purity of the consciousness, its health and growth — this is what
you have to care for constantly! And your aspiratio n towards the Creator,
towards Merging with Him will help you very much.

“What is needed for this? — aspiration, spiritual pra ctices, service,
Godcentrism! All this you have to do not for onesel f but for God! Give to
Him all your intentions, successes and failures, de vote your entire life to
Him, and do this consciously!

“… My dear, I love you all and exert every effort to make you Perfect!
Of course, by Perfect I mean not that which is cont ained in your bodies.
The Perfection is cognized on the scale of the unive rse.

“But you have to make a lot of efforts so that I can  place your bodies
in the eon of the Primordial Consciousness.

“Many thanks to all you and especially to you, Vladi mir, from Me, Ea-
glestform, Kayr, and All — for many hundreds of effo rts which were made
and being made for the good of the Evolution of Me,  Universal God!”

Krishna

11.06.04
(Laughing): “I ‘caught’ You! I made you to do that w hich I wanted

from you over your many incarnations!
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“Many more people have to ‘fall into the trap’ which  swallows and
does not let one back except as Emanations of the C reator… The ‘trap’
shuts down its doors…”

Odin (White Finn)

14.06.04
“I was born and grew on this Finnish land. Many Finn s I led to the

Creator’s Abode. But I meet Russian spiritual warri ors here for the first
time and am very glad of it!

“But I ask you not to forget about the affliction of  Finnish nation suf-
fered guiltlessly during the World War II.”

17.06.04
“You should publish a new book on the methodology of  Hesychasm

and distribute it abroad by all means: so that this  knowledge become
available to people of the entire Earth.”

“As for the miracles — I, standing behind your back, will work them!”

Danish Lady Gott

21.06.04
“It was Me who arranged the situation with Ukraine. In this country,

there are plenty of young souls who will be inspire d with the possibility of
opening the spiritual heart! You should put emphasi s on work with young
people of senior school age. When they grow up, the y will contribute to
the cause of good in Ukraine and in every place whe re they will live.”

Kayr

“This autumn new places await you. You have plenty o f work to do
on self-development. It is not finished at all.

“In the middle of summer — service, then — new places of power , we
will go to forests again!

“I am very glad for you! Together with you I am expe riencing again
that happiness which I came to know when cognizing M yself as the Higher
Self!

“You, Vladimir, changed many human souls to good! An d a lot of
good you will do in the coming years!”

Wrestler and Ngomo

“Do not think, that the idea of service on a scale o f the planet is only
for inspiring you with optimism. No, it is not an i llusion, but reality!”

Odin (White Finn)

“Service! You have not really started it! Say nothin g of finishing it!
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“Throughout the whole planet you have to arrange cam ps for teach-
ing children — ‘miniashrams’!

“Inform through the Internet pedagogues of various c ountries… In-
volve in this work all your human resources! Republ ish the books! Spiri-
tual Work with Children  has to be translated into other languages!”

“What about financial support?”
“Yes, this problem is not solved yet… You have to pre pare instruc-

tors too! Not for teaching the highest methods but just the basic course!
“… This Finnish land is yours by right: by right of t he children of the

One Father! Keep on the palms its lakes, stroke the  stones covered with
moss within, sway the tops of the pines by the wind !…

“… I am filling with Myself-Creator everything from w ithin and caress
by Myself-Brahman 16 from outside. Thus I influence everything — outside
and inside.

“Remember Me!
“So that My white locks of the hair,
“Like waves from My Primordial Depths,
“Rise around you wherever you are…
“And Odin — One and Eternal —
“Appears as a Passage into the Creator’s Abode for p eople.
“Remember Me!
“So that the look becomes One!
“So that One Heart
“Fastens the Calm of the Ocean
“With Its Arms!
“Remember!
“You cannot forget this! —
“What I have given you!
“Come — as Love — to My lakes,
“Rise as the Sun of God  over them! And shine!”

Sathya Sai Baba

22.06.04
“It is necessary for Me that both you and that what I have done

through you become as known to people on the Earth as what I have done
through Krishna, Gautama Buddha, Jesus Christ, and nowadays I do in
India Myself.”

                                           
16 The Holy Spirit.
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Poems-Meditations and Poems-Revelations

The unrhymed  translation  of  poems  is  accompanied  by  Russian  poetic  version .

My Spring Is in You!

Jeremy

I keep on My palms the spring —
Rivers, mountains, forests, and lakes…
I create on the Earth the spring
For everyone and for you!

On the fields around the snow is melting…
Birds of passage are coming home…
Soft-pink light is rising over the ground —
Let this beautiful dawn be yours!

Every seed — a small drop of life —
Waking from its sleep day by day…
With every seed growing from the ground
The spring is rising and coming up!

One Primordial transparent Stream
Comes from the Depths of Existence by Me!
I enter the hearts where I sowed Love,
I enter — and thus God is born!

(Written down by Anna Zubkova
in April 2004)

Моя весна — в тебе!ЕремейЯ держу на ладонях весну —Реки, горы, леса и моря…Я творю на Земле веснуДля каждого — и для тебя!На просторах полей тает снег…Перелётные птицы вернулись домой…И встаёт над землёй нежно-розовый свет—Пусть будет рассвет — твой!В каждом семечке —маленькой капельке жизни —С каждым днём пробуждаясь от сна,Пробиваясь сквозь плотность земли,Прорастая, — восходит весна!Мной исходит из самых Глубин БытияИзначальный Единый прозрачный Поток!И в сердца, где Я прежде посеял Любовь,Я вхожу — и рождается Бог!
(Записано Анной Зубковойв апреле 2004 г.)

Sattva of Rain

Sathya Sai Baba

Raindrops are silently knocking
On keyboard of leaves...
Wind is stroking trees, strings of branches
With its tender touches...
Pure streams are washing
The palms of the forest...
Filling with music of rain,
Everything around...

On the pure surface of lake
Circles are expanding,
Water is taking each drop

Саттва дождяСатья СаиКапли дождинок по клавишам листьевТихонько стучат…Ветер по струнам ветвейНежно гладит деревья, лаская…Струи прозрачные моютЛадошки подставивший лес,Музыкой тихой дождяВсё вокруг наполняя…Вот — на глади озёрПоявились круги,Каждой каплей вода
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Easily into itself...
Drops of the rain falling down
Bring with themselves from above
A piece of the sky to the earth...

In this quiet melody of nature
Taking sip after sip
Soil drinks these gifts of the sky
And becomes renewed...
All the living is quiet...
It quietly grows and raises
In accord with the breathing,
With the rhythm of the universe!

Let you hear,
Let you realize,
Let you see
The melody of My Life:
“This is I!
             “I am all!
                         “I am in everything!
                                        “I am in eve ryone!”

 (Written down by Anna Zubkova
in June 2004)

Проникает в себя…И как будто быНеба кусочек даря,Капли облакаОзером стали в потоке дождя…В тихой мелодии этой,Словно губами припав,Пьёт земля эти неба дары,Становясь обновлённой…Всё живое, притихло,И чуть слышно восходит, растёт…Совмещаясь с дыханием,С ритмом вселенной!Ты услышь,ОсознайИ поймиМоей Жизни напев:
“Это — Я!
                 Я есть всё!
                                Я — во всём!
                                             Я — во всех!”

 (Записано Анной Зубковойв июне 2004 г.)

Meditation in the Forest

Anton Teplyy

There is only forest…
There is this… endless forest…
In which I am… losing myself…
There is silence in which… I am dissolving…,
There is harmony in which… I disappear…
There is only this…

boundless, eternal forest…

(October 2003)

Медитация в лесуАнтон ТёплыйЕсть только лес…Есть только этот… бесконечный лес…В котором я… теряюсь…Есть тишина, в которой… растворяюсь…,Гармония, в которой… я исчез…Есть только этот…бесконечный, вечный лес…

(Октябрь 2003)

In Your Love, O Lord!

Anton Teplyy

It was a spring with jasmines blossoming.
I sank in Your Love to the very bottom!
In Love — deep, calm, unruffled.
In Love — rich, slightly goldish,
                                                      tender...

(October 2003)

В Твоей Любви, о Боже!Антон ТёплыйЦвели жасмины. И была весна.В Твоей Любви — Я потонул до дна!В Любви — глубокой, безмятежной!В Любви — густой, чуть золотистой,нежной…

(Октябрь 2003)
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I grew in Your Love

Anton Teplyy

I am dissolving among birches,
Among freshness and purity…
This is the forest in which I was growing
Embracing grass and flowers.

I caressed this forest in winter
Warming it with my heart…
In spring, I loved it tenderly
Embracing with living love…

And now this forest is inside of me!
Swaying with fondness of plants…
I love this forest in me!
…Only when “I” is dissolved,
                                        such a love  comes!

(October 2003)

Я вырос в Твоей ЛюбвиАнтон ТёплыйРастворяюсь среди берез,Среди свежести и чистоты…Это — лес, в котором я рос,Обнимая травы, цветы.Я ласкал этот лес зимой,Согревая своей теплотой…Я любил этот лес весной,Обнимая любовью живой…А теперь этот лес — во мне!И колышется нежностью трав…Я люблю этот лес — в себе!
… Так любить можно, лишь ”я” потеряв!

(Октябрь 2003)

Ocean

Olga Stepanets

Oceanic!… Ocean!… Osho 17!… —
Your name sounds like mantra…

Swashing waves repeat it softly…
It is in the whisper of willows…
And in the sea wash!

Ocean!... Ocean surrounds with love…
Ocean!... Ocean immerses in Itself… —
Into the purity of Its Water…,
Where everything dissolves…

Ocean attracts me, enchants me…
Uttering Its name again and again, I whisper:
“I want to dissolve in You,
“Become One with You!

“I want to infuse into You
“All the best that I have!
“Ocean! I want to breathe with You Breath!
“Embrace everything by You!

ОкеанОльга СтепанецОкеан!... Оушн!... Ошо!... Твоё имя —как мантра повсюду слышна...С легким плеском его повторяет волна...Услышь его в шелесте ив...И в шуме прибоя — тот же мотив!Океан!... Океан окружает, любя...Океан!... Океан погружает в Себя... —В чистоту Своих Вод...,Где всё тает..., течёт...Океан меня манит, влечёт...Нежно имя Его повторяя, шепчу:
“До конца растворитьсяВ Тебе я хочу!Влить всё лучшее — то, что есть у меня,В Глубину Чистоты, в Твоё Сердце — любя!Океан! Океан! Твоей грудью — дышать!Всё Тобой обнимать! Всё — Тобою

 держать!
                                           
17 The word osho  is a Sanskrit equivalent of the word ocean . In the pro-

nounciation of the second word one may hear the sou nd of middle-size waves
overflowing against a rocky shore, in the pronounci ation of the first — the sound
of small waves overflowing against gravel.

In the context of this poem Ocean  means the Ocean of the Creator’s Con-
sciousness.
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“Ocean! Ocean! Infinite stillness!…
“Ocean! Ocean! You are Boundless Calm…
“Only You will satisfy my thirst for Love
“When I become You!”

(November 2003)

Океан! Океан! Бесконечная тишь!…Океан! Океан! Ты — Бескрайний Покой...Жажду нежной Любви — лишь в Тебе
 утолишь,Став — Тобой!”

(Ноябрь 2003)

Arrow

Olga Stepanets

Fly in  life like an arrow
That was sent forward to its aim:
It cannot turn
Or go round obstacles!

You are an arrow!
Your essence is in motion!
If you stop moving forward,
You will lose yourself…

You fly without hesitation, precise and resolute!
There is way forward! There is no way back!
You body sings meeting head wind!
But friction cannot slow down the flight!

The body rubs against the air in motion
And gets dissolve gradually
As you approach the main Goal!
… When you rub out the density of ego,

you will reach the calm…

But in Eternal Calm, there is also motion:
The motion of Love, the attraction of Love,
Aspiration to help others,
To shine with Love, to inspire, to advance!

 (November 2003)

СтрелаОльга СтепанецЛети по жизни, как стрела,Однажды пущенная в цель:Ей нет возможности свернуть,Препятствий дебри обогнуть!Ты — стрела! И в движении —Сущность твоя!Перестав устремляться —Потеряешь себя...Ты летишь — без оглядки, собран и сжат!Есть дорога — вперёд! Нет дороги назад!Твоё тело, ловя встречный ветер, — поёт!Но трение — не может замедлить полет!Тело трётся о воздух в движеньи,И оно растворяется при приближеньиК Цели единственной, Цели одной!
... Истерев плотность эго, обретаешьпокой...Но и в Вечном Покое есть тоже движенье:Движенье Любви, Любви притяженье,Стремление всем остальным помогать,Любовью светить, вдохновлять,

 продвигать!

 (Ноябрь 2003)

Our North Winter

Olga Stepanets

Winter is the time of sleep… Purity and Calm
Will cover the ground with their whiteness…
Transparent air, sharp frost…
Sun is rising slightly above the snowy

expanse…

Наша северная зимаОльга СтепанецЗима — время сна... Чистота и ПокойТихо землю укроют своей белизной...Воздух прозрачен, морозец суров...Солнце чуть-чуть привстаёт из-забелых снегов...
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In the tender sunlight sparkles flow —
They are dancing snowflakes…
The Earth is in deep sleep…
On branches and needles — drops of crystals.

The Beauty of Purity, Clear Light of Perfection
The Creator presented us this winter!
Become filled with this Bliss
And embrace the Earth with your love,
Become a tender mother

guarding the sleep of her dear children!

 (December 2003)

В свете нежного солнца летают искринки —Это танцуют, порхают, кружатся снежинки...Спит крепким сном — негой объята —Земля...Ветки, хвоинки — в капельках хрусталя...Красоту Чистоты, Ясный Свет
 СовершенстваТворец подарил нам этой зимою!Наполнившись этим Блаженством,Любовью ответной всю Землю залей,Стань нежною мамой, чутко хранящейсон своих милых детей!

 (Декабрь 2003)

Love

Olga Stepanets

On expanses of fields — Calm…
Soft chest of the Earth is breathing silently…
Open the arms of the heart,
Turn the palms up!…

If you love with all your heart the nature,
The planet, the people on it,
Then Power comes to the arms!
The arms of the consciousness

grow more quickly!

As a border of tonal 18 — the edge of earth
 near sea.

Pure Light around…
Immerse you vast and tender hands
Into It!

You are a large Spiritual Heart
Melting in the Clear Light of Love…
Submerging deeper and deeper
Into the Primordial Subtlety — swim!…

Expand and become the Deep Current,
Give back the Love to the embodied world!
Keep on you palms the Earth you love
And all the living!

Care for them, love them, kiss them!
Gift everything that you received!
Direct not by pushing but by nurturing with

Love!
Allow them to grow themselves!

(December 2003)

ЛюбовьОльга СтепанецВ просторах полей — Покой...Дышит неслышно мягкая грудь Земли...Руки сердца раскрой,Ладонями вверх поверни!...Если любишь всем сердцем природу,Планету, людей —В руках появляется Сила,Руки сознанья растут всё быстрей!...Как граница тоналя — у моря край земли...А вокруг — Ясный Свет...В Него свои руки — огромные, нежные —Окуни!Ты — большое Духовное Сердце —Таешь в Ясном Свете Любви...Погружаясь всё глубже,В Изначальную Тонкость — плыви!...Развернувшись, став Глубинным
 Теченьем,Любовь воплощённому миру верни!Как на ладони, любимую ЗемлюИ на Ней всё живое — держи!Опекай — не балуя, но любя и целуя!Всё полученное — подари!Направляй, не толкая, но Любовью питая!Дай самим им возможность расти!

(Декабрь 2003)

                                           
18 The material world.
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Snow

Olga Stepanets

Snow — downy, light, tender,
Absolutely white!
It sparkles, falls,
Fills the space…

It is where I am, where you are,
Over the surface of the Earth,
Under me and in me,
In height and in silence…

It is like Clear Heavenly Light,
Omnipresent and beautiful
Blessing for us from on high,
Rest for us in silence…

Though, it will melt away in spring
It will imbue with purity
Everything that was sleeping
Under the cover of snow…

Snow…

 (January 2004)

СнегОльга СтепанецСнег — пушистый, лёгкий, нежный,Абсолютно белоснежный!Он искрится, он летает,Всё пространство заполняет...Он — там, где я, и там, где ты,Над поверхностью планеты,Подо мною и во мне,В вышине и тишине...Он — как Свет Небесный Ясный,Вездесущий и прекрасный, —Свыше нам благословенье,В тишине отдохновение...Хоть он весной растает,Но чистотою пропитаетВсё, что спало, утопало в неге,Под пушистым покрывалом снега...Снег...
 (Январь 2004)

My Fledgling

Olga Stepanets

In tender caress of the Earth
A fluffy Fledgling grows…
Sun is warming It.
It is a long-awaited apogee of love!

Grow, my Fledgling!
Strengthen your wings!
So that Shining of Love
May draw you to the height!

Spread wide your wings!
And embrace with your love
The Earth as a nest
And fly up!

Direct your eyes to the Sun,
Grow in its light!
Through the pattern of constellations
Look into the depth of the universe!

Мой ПтенецОльга СтепанецВ нежной ласке Земли подрастаетПушистый Птенец...Светом Солнца согрет,Он — любви долгожданный венец!Вырастай, мой Птенец!И вставай на крыло!Чтоб Сиянье ЛюбвиТебя ввысь увлекло!Крылья мощно расправь!И любовью своейЗемлю всю, как родное гнездо,Обними — и взлетай поскорей!Устремив к Солнцу взор —В его свете расти!Сквозь созвездий узорВглубь вселенной гляди!
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Be free!
Your home is the expanse of the universe —

study it!
And in the Infinite Love
Lose your “I”!

Realize the Unity
Of absolutely everything
In the Depth under the Creation!
And enter into It!

There are no bounds!… Infinity…
Living Soul in it —
The Limit of all aspirations…
Here you will know the Father!

 (January 2004)

Будь свободен!Просторы вселенной — твой дом —изучай!И в Любви БесконечнойСвоё “я” потеряй!Осознай ЕдиненьеАбсолютно всегоВ Глубине под Твореньем!И проникни в Него!Нет границ!... Бесконечность...В ней — Живая Душа —Устремлений Предел...Здесь — познаешь Отца!

 (Январь 2004)

Melting in Love…

Olga Stepanets

I am melting away!… Sweetly melting!…
Overfilled with bliss of love!…
I am flowing as a tender river…
And loosing quickly my dense form…

World of Light — other world! — I assemble
And grow in the new subtlety.
Vibrate tenderly as a string
And wait anxiously appeasement —
Touch of My Beloved!

Giving Myself to Him completely
I wish to dissolve in Him,
Flow as tender melody
In the Music of Spheres, which sounds

ceaselessly
In the Depth of Infinity,
And listening it one melts away…

 (January 2004)

Таю в Любви…Ольга СтепанецЯ таю!... Сладостно таю!...В любовной истоме изнемогаю!...Нежной рекой из себя истекаю...Плотную форму быстро теряю...Светлый мир — мир иной! — собирая,В тонкости новой растуИ струноюНежно вибрирую, трепетно млея,Жду в исступлении — успокоенья,Пальцев Любимого прикосновенья!Отдаваясь Ему до малейшей крупицы,Жажду полностью в Нём раствориться,Нежной мелодией тихо струитьсяВ Музыке Сфер, что звучит, не смолкая,В Глубине Бесконечности...Ведь каждый, кто внемлет ей, тает...
 (Январь 2004)
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Path to Me

Yamamuto

Kindle in your chest
Clinking sword, flaming sword!
Accept everything outer without complains,
All manifestations of ego — crush with this

sword!
Avert your attention from personal good
And direct your efforts to the Highest good!
Burning in the Service, seek to reach the Calm,
Correct your imperfections without ceasing

to combat!

Try to keep in your heart
Clinking sword, flaming sword!
With it, your heart will gain strength in battle
Combating the lower self,
             loving the Creation and the Creator!

Living here on the Earth
In this dense body
Be alert
Every moment!

Life is like balance
On the edge of a sword!
Love here is the guiding line,
A candle in darkness!

Go forward bravely
Through trials of life!
All personal imperfections
Wipe off resolutely!

Become free from the fetters of ego
And Love will grow in you!
This is the Way to the Creator!
And let the Love guide you!

(Written down by Olga Stepanets
in March 2004)

Путь ко МнеЙамамутоЗвенящий меч, горящий мечСумей в груди своей зажечь!Всё внешнее приемли, не ропща,Все эго проявления — рази мечомсплеча!От блага личного — вниманье отрывай,На благо Высшее — свои порывынаправляй!В Служении горя, мечтай достичь Покоя,Все недостатки исправляй — по ходу боя!Звенящий меч, горящий мечВ сердце своём попробуй сберечь!С ним — сердце силу обретёт в бою,любя Творение, Творца,Сражаясь с низшим “я”!Живя здесь, на Земле,При этом плотном теле, —Будь каждое мгновенье —На пределе!Жизнь — как балансНа острие меча!Любовь здесь — ориентир,В кромешной тьме свеча!Сквозь испытанья бытия —Смелей вперёд иди,Все недостатки личные —Решительно смети!Освободись от эго пут —Тогда Любовь в тебе взрастёт!Вот — Путь к Творцу!И пусть Любовь тебя ведёт!
(Записано Ольгой Степанецв марте 2004 г.)

Become Me!

Maenuel

Vast steppe… Boundless expanse…
I opened for you My transparent marquee…
Lifted the curtain and invite you inside…
In My Embrace dissolve your “I”,
Give yourself to Me!

Стань Мною!МэньюлШирь степей… Бескрайний простор…Для тебя Я открыл Мой прозрачный шатёр...Полог нежной рукой поддержал — заходи!Обнимаясь со Мной, раствори своё “я”,Мне себя подари!
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Be with Me! Like riding a horse in steppe
We will speed together in life!
I am always behind you back
And nothing can happen to you!

Take the bridle together with Me —
And hold tight!
Rely in everything on Me —
In order to merge with Me!

Steppe is around…
Wind is blowing in steppe…
It blows feather-grass about
Like manes of horses…

It is powerful, it rushes in steppe
Filling everything with itself,
Like in the ocean
Raising one wave after another…

Be in Me! And submerging
In the Depth of the Ocean
Leave your body on the earth,
Entrust yourself to Me completely!

In depth, in silence
Realization of the world will come to you
In which there is Common Self,
It is One in everything existing!

Wind is blowing in steppe —
It is sent by Me!
Everything remaining of individual self
I tear off like dry grass…

The image of the world made up by small self
I will wash away by Eternity,
And will fill your former form
With an Oceanic Wave — Me!

(Written down by Olga Stepanets
in April 2004)

Будь со Мной! Как верхом на коне по степи,Мы по жизни помчимся!Я — за спиною всегда — и с тобойНичего не случится!Поводья со Мною возьми —И крепче держись!Опирайся во всём на Меня —Чтоб со Мною срастись!Степь кругом…Ветер дует в степи…Он ласкает и треплет, словно гривы коней,Ковыли…Он — могуч, он несётся в степи,Всё собой заполняя,Как в океане,Волны одна за другою вздымая…Будь во Мне! И со МнойВ Океанскую Глубь погружаясь,Тело оставь на земле,Полностью Мне доверяясь!В глубине, в тишине —Придёт осознание мира,В котором есть Общее “Я”, Оно —Во всём сущем Едино!Ветер дует в степи —Это Я его посылаю!Всё, что осталось от личного “я”,Как сухую траву, обрываю…Образ мира, придуманный маленьким “я”,  —Бесконечностью смою,И наполню прежнюю форму твоюОкеанской Волною — Мною!

(Записано Ольгой Степанецв апреле 2004 г.)

Give Yourself to Me!

Jesus

In the Ocean of Love, give yourself to Me!
Make a real miracle of yourself:
Give your eyes to Me,
And take a pure look of Love at the world!

Подари Мне себя!ИисусВ Океане Любви Мне себя подари!Настоящее чудо с собой сотвори:Мне глаза свои подари,Чистым взглядом Любви на мир посмотри!
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Give your mouth to Me —
And speak with My words!
Give your heart to Me!
And love as I do — shine with My Light!

Give your hands to Me!
And realize My intentions in this world!
Give yourself completely to Me!
Look from Me into the world! And love! And

create!

In the Ocean of Love, give yourself to Me!
Tear off the shroud of individuality from

yourself!
And you will never be alone:
I will be! I — in you, you — in Me! Forever!

(Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

Мне уста свои подари —И Мои лишь слова всегда говори!Сердце Мне своё подари!И люби так, как Я, — Моим Светом свети!Руки Мне свои подари!Мои замыслы — действием в мир —претвори!Мне себя — целиком — подари!Из Меня — в мир смотри! И люби! И твори!В Океане Любви Мне себя подари!Пелену отдельности сама с себя сорви!И больше не будешь одна никогда:Буду — Я! Я — в тебе, ты — во Мне!Навсегда!

(Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)

Submerge into Me!

Ptahotep

Embrace with Me!
Dissolve yourself in Me!
Rise high with Me
And look at the Earth from above!

What do you see? — Clear Fire!
I manifest Myself by this Fire,
I embrace all the Earth, all the living on it,
Come up from the Depths

and nurture with Myself!

Submerge with Me into the Source of Fire,
Open wide your arms of Love!
From the state of “non-I” in the Deep Calm —
Become Coessential with Me!

Become aware of yourself as Me!
Feel everything in Yourself!
Become — Everything! From Me —

look at the world:
There is new life for you in it
In Service to Me — every day, day by day!

All pure lives of people going to Me
Keep on your palms with love!
Direct them to Me, and burning with Love
Illuminate for them the Way to the Higher Self!

 (Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

В Меня погрузись!ПтахотепСо Мной — обнимись!Во Мне — растворись!Со Мной — в вышину поднимись,На Землю с высот оглянись!Что видишь? — Ясное Пламя Огня!Я — этим Огнём — проявляю Себя,Объемлю всю Землю, на ней — всё живое,Исхожу из Глубин и питаю Собою!Со Мною — в Источник Огня погрузись,Руками Любви широко развернись!Из состоянья “не-я” в Глубинном Покое —Стань Единосущной со Мною!Осознай себя — Мною! Всё —в Себе ощути!Стань — Всем! Из Меня — на мир посмотри:Есть новая жизнь для тебя в нёмВ Служении Мне — каждый день,день за днём!Все чистые жизни идущих в МеняДержи на ладонях, любя и храня!Ко Мне направляй их, Любовью горя,Им Путь освещая к Высшему “Я”!

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)
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Become a Pure Source!

Maenuel

From the Primordial Depths
                                  My tender, My ver nal
Stream of Awakening, Refreshing Stream,
Came into the Creation
As a pure and transparent
Goldish wave…
Spring is coming with It
Awaking everything to life!
Let it into yourself!
Open all gates!
Let My waters
Wash away all obstacles!
Become filled with this goldish stream,
Become pure!
Let the spring sparkle
In every cell of your body!
Get imbued with spring!
Turn into spring!
Bring renovation
To the Earth from Me!
Feel in yourself
As a transparent wave
The Eternity and Infinity
Of the Primordial Depth!
Come up through the corporeal form
And become a pure source!
Present My knowledge to people!

(Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

Стань источником чистым!МеньюлИз Глубин ИзначальныхМой нежный, Мой вешнийПоток Пробужденья, Обновленья ПотокИз Меня проявившись,Волной золотистой,Прозрачной и чистой —В Творенье истёк…И в Нём — весна! И с Ним — веснаК жизни всё пробуждает!Им — весна по планете идёт…Впусти её внутрь!Отомкни все запоры!И дай Моим водамСнести все заторы!Струёй золотистой — наполнись!Стань чистой!Чтобы в каждой клеточке телаВесна заискрилась, запела!Весной пропитайся!В родник превращайся!Земле всейМоё Обновленье неси!Бесконечность и ВечностьГлубин ИзначальныхВолною прозрачнойВ себе ощути!Сквозь телесную формуПробившись,Стань — источником чистым!Моё Знание — людям дари!

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)

Learn to Live in Me!

Sacral

You are standing at threshold,
The Temple of God is in front of you,
My Home is here!
From the dome of sky
Down to multidimensional deep
I am Whole in It!

Жить во Мне научись!СакралТы стоишь на пороге.Пред тобою — Храм Бога,Мой Дом — здесь!От купола небаДо Глубин многомерныхВ Нём — Я Весь!

                                           
19 In the Higher Self.
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Transparent vault,
Light of Love and — Freedom!…
Expand by the soul!
Here It is — My Home!
Come in! Live in It!
Learn to live in Me!

Feeling everything in Yourself 19

And cognizing Yourself
Do not leave My Home!
Stay in It forever!
Immerse yourself into My Life!
And fill My entire Home!

 (Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

Прозрачные своды,Свет Любви и — Свобода!…Душой развернись!Вот Он — Мой Дом!Войди! И будь в Нём!Жить во Мне научись!Всё — в Себе ощущая,И Себя познавая,Дом Мой — не покидай!Навсегда оставайся!В Жизнь Мою погружайся!Дом Мой — весь — заполняй!

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)

How to Learn to Fly

David Copperfield

You ask Me: how to learn to fly?
You have to discard everything superfluous,

to give it away!
All what burdens you,
All what prevents you from flying —

hew it away!

Discard everything that draws,
attracts you to the earth!

Give back everything that you have received!
Gift to others what you have cognized!
Filling yourself within by Me,
Dissolve in yourself your old form and density!

Become only that which is the Subtlest,
Transparent, weightless, lightest!
Merge with Me in Embraces of Love
And create a new body for yourself!

Flying with the body is not a dream but reality!
When the Higher Self

— the Divine Source —
As a Rising Flow of Love in Heaven
Inspires you to making miracles for people.

 (Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

Как научиться летать?Дэвид КопперфильдТы спрашиваешь: как научитьсялетать?Надо всё лишнее сбросить, отдать!Всё то, что на шее грузом тяжёлым висит,Всё, что мешает взлететь, — обруби!Отбрось то, что тянет и манит к земле!Верни всё, что брала! Что познала —дари!Мной — наполняя себя изнутри,Старую форму и плотность в себе —раствори!Стань только тем, что есть Самое Тонкое,Прозрачное, невесомое, лёгкое-лёгкое!Слившись со Мною в Объятьях Любви —Обновлённое тело себе сотвори!Полёты телами — не сон, а реальность,Когда Высшее “Я”
— Божественная Изначальность —Восходящим Потоком Любви в НебесахПодвигает творить для людей чудеса.

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)
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Grow into Me!

Sathya Sai Baba

Life whirls on the Earth with its vanity of
problems,

But in silence, in depth — a sprout grows.
Fed by Love of the Earth, it stretches

the roots down.
Aspiring to the light, it grows high.
Gradually but surely, in given time,
It will grow with its roots into Me
And then will come up as My Vine…
We — you and Me — are growing

into each other:
You are merging with Me in the Depth,
I am coming up through

you physical body…
This is the goal, the essence of your life:
Having become Me,  to open

the Passage into Me for others!

(Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

Срастайся со Мной!Сатья СаиЖизнь бурлит на Земле суетою проблем,Но в тиши, в глубине — прорастаетросток.И питаясь Любовью Земли,корни тянет он вниз,Устремлением к свету — поднимаетсяввысь.Незаметно, но верно, в назначенный срок,Он корнями своими в Меня прорастёт,Мной — Лозой виноградной — взойдёт...Я — в тебя, ты — в Меня — прорастаем:Ты — срастаясь со Мной в Глубине,Я — сквозь плотное тело взрастая в тебе...Это — главное в жизни твоей, её суть,её цель:Мною став, открывать для другихв Меня Дверь!

(Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)

On My Palms — My Seeds

Sathya Sai Baba

I am keeping My seeds on My Palms…
I am cherishing all of you, giving you names...
I am giving you possibility to grow,
To develop, to mature, to blossom,

While living in the body —
to cognize the dense world,

And to become aware that
you are not bodies but souls ,

So that you may aspire to Me, merge into Me...
And then I will grow through you —

To blossom and bring fruits,
To plant on My Palms
New seeds,
Which will sprout then as Love!

(Written down by Olga Stepanets
in May 2004)

На Ладонях Моих — Мои семенаСатья СаиЯ держу на Ладонях Мои семена…Я лелею вас всех и даю имена…Я даю вам возможность расти,Силу набрать, возмужать, расцвести,Живя в теле — мир плотный познатьИ себя в нём не телом, душой осознать,Чтоб стремились ко Мне вы,врастали в Меня…И тогда и сквозь вас прорастать буду Я —Расцветать и плоды отдавать,Чтобы сеялись вновьНа Ладони Мои — семена,Из которых восходит Любовь!

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв мае 2004 г.)
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Cognizing My Depths

Wrestler

There are lakes as doors into other realms...
Looking into their depths, you understand:
This world is but “Illusion”, Creator’s Maya,
Everything you knew is just a mirage…

The sky is above… The Heaven is in Depth...
The body is in prakriti... The soul is in Silence,
Contemplating the Higher Primordial Self,
Which grows in the universe,

developing Itself.

Submerge into the Depth!
Immerse yourself completely!
Dissolve in the Purity!
And then raise

Carrying Heaven with you —
Divine Light in your palms!
Pour It to the Earth…
Transfigure, grow, mature…

Depth under your feet…
You are Light in Heaven…

In front of you — the Earth,
and you are keeping it on your palms,

Rising as an Oceanic Wave from the Depth,
embracing and dandling,

Accustoming yourself
to the life of the Higher Self…

Behind you — the Ocean, in front of you —
the Ocean,

The Ocean is everywhere
under the cover of Maya…

What is your body? — just a grain
on the crest of a wave…

When you are in the Depth — the Depth is You!

 (Written down by Olga Stepanets
in June 2004)

Познавая Мои ГлубиныБорецЕсть озёра — как входы в другие миры...В их глубины взглянув, понимаешь:Этот мир — лишь “Иллюзия”, Майя Творца,Мираж — всё, что ты знала и известнымсчитаешь…Небо — сверху… Небеса — в Глубине…Тело — в пракрити… Душа — в Тишине,В созерцании Высшего Изначального “Я”,Что растёт во вселенной,развивая Себя.Погрузись в Глубину!С головой окунись!Растворись в Чистоте!А затем поднимись,Зачерпнув Небеса…Божий Свет — меж ладонейНа Землю пролей…Изменись, развернись, повзрослей…Глубина под ногами…Ты есть Свет в Небесах…Пред тобою — Земля,и ты держишь её на руках,Океанской Волной из Глубин исходя,обнимая и нежно качая,К жизни Высшего “Я”всегда и во всём привыкая…За тобой — Океан, под тобой — Океан,Под завесою Майи везде — Океан…И что — тельце? — песчинка на гребневолны…Ведь когда ты в Глубинах — Глубиныесть Ты!

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв июне 2004 г.)
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Live! Grow! Love!

Odin (White Finn)

Call if someone can hear and understand you!
Gift everything you can and want to give!
Love if you heart strives to embrace

the entire Earth!
Burn if the Fire originating Within

consumes you!

Grow if the power of the Fire
Flows as a transparent stream through you!
Serve if your arms became strong, and
My Wisdom urges you to serve people!

Live! And let the Divine Fire from Within
Fill you with Light of Love!
Call people to Me! Love, grow, merge with Me!
Live — together with Me!

Live — from Me!
Live — for Me!

 (Written down by Olga Stepanets
in June 2004)

Живи! Расти! Люби!

Óдин (Белый Финн)Зови, если кто-то услышит и сможет понять!Дари всё, что можешь и хочешь отдать!Люби, если сердце стремитсявсю Землю обнять!Гори, если Пламя Огня, возникая Внутри,поглощает тебя!Расти, если сила ОгняПотоком прозрачным течёт сквозь тебя!Служи, если руки окрепли и Мудрость МояК Служению людям подвигнет тебя!Живи! И пусть Божий Огонь ИзнутриСветом Любви наполняет тебя!Зови ко Мне, люби, гори, расти, дари Меня!Живи — вместе со Мной!Живи — из Меня!Живи — для Меня!

 (Записано Ольгой Степанецв июне 2004 г.)
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